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News

Taxman eyes summer
events blitz N

CARRIE-MARIE BRATLEY

Portugal’s Finance Ministry could go ahead with a clampdown
on summer events after it was announced that tax officials
would be launching inspections on businesses linked to music
festivals and weddings.

R

espected business newspaper
Jornal Economico broke the news
last week that the Tax and Customs
Authority (AT) would be launching a
three-month “mega-operation” targeting
summer weddings and music festivals,
starting this coming weekend.
According to Jornal Economico, the action
aimed to tighten the reigns on weddingrelated businesses, such as catering and
entertainment companies, rental venues,
photographers and florists, as well as
activities linked to music festivals such as
ticket sales, contracts and performer
payments.
The newspaper reported that the order
came at the start of last week from regional
Finance Directorates “from practically the
whole country”, and would “be staged in
out-of-work hours with a predominance on
Saturdays”, from the second weekend of
June through September.
This news was followed later in the day by a
flurry of reports stating the Finance Ministry
had “ordered the cancellation” of the
operation.
Among them, news site Observador said:
“The Finance Ministry has revealed in reply
to Observador that it ‘issued a cancellation
order during the day when it became aware
of the scheduling’ of the inspections on
weddings and music festivals, which were
planned for the summer”.
Jornal Economico later countered with
another report maintaining the wedding
inspections would be going ahead, “but the
rule is not to bother the bride and groom at
the ceremony or at the wedding party”.
“The order for tax inspectors to avoid
‘intrusive’ behaviour was made by the Tax
Office”, the newspaper reported,
explaining “the Tax Office has asked the

Tax and Customs Authority (AT) that its
methodology is reassessed”, and
reiterating: “Wedding inspections will
remain in place”.
News site TSF gave a different angle,
reporting that the Finance Ministry had
cancelled the clampdown on weddings, but
not inspections at festivals.
According to TSF, music festivals will still
reportedly be receiving visits from the
treasury, which will inspect ticket sales, food
and drinks areas, contracts and payments to
artists performing at around 100 events.
TSF clarified: “The early information initially
disseminated stated that enforcement
actions must comply with the principle of
proportionality between the means and the
defined purposes.
“The text went on to say that any inspection
that disrupts the normal functioning of a
wedding ceremony or party can not be
considered proportional to the objective of
monitoring compliance with tax
obligations. Nowhere, however, did the text
say that the action had been suspended.”

Debora Umbelino ‘Surma’ performs at the NOS Alive
(Photo: Lusa/Jose Sena Goulao)

Police release 17 suspected of selling fake cocaine
Spanish police have released 17 Portuguese citizens suspected of selling fake
cocaine to English supporters in Madrid during the final of the Champions League.
A police source told Lusa News Agency that
“the quality of the cocaine is being analysed”
as there are doubts as to whether it really was
a drug at all.
Spanish law enforcement officials are also
investigating whether the suspects, who are
aged between 21 and 39, are related
following reports that they were all from the
same family.
According to the newspaper El Mundo, the

Portuguese citizens were selling a gram of
white powder, which looked similar to
cocaine but had in fact been bought at the
pharmacy for 70 cents, to Tottenham and
Liverpool supporters for 20 euros.
The arrests were made by undercover
police officers who were working as part of
the security operation to prevent public order
incidents during the Champions League final
which took place in Madrid.
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N News in Brief
Court clerks staging phased strike action
Portugal’s court clerks are today starting phased strike action which
is expected to last until 5 October. The Court Clerks’ Union (SOJ) is
staging the action to demand better salaries and the full recovery of
frozen service time, among other demands. According to the union,
the strike will take place every day between 10.05am and 10.25am,
12.30pm and 1.30m, 2.25pm and 2.45pm and between 5pm until
9am the following day.

Portugal ordered to pay €4m in 30-year land
expropriation case
The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) has ordered
Portugal to pay four million euros in compensation to a Spanish
family in a 30-year dispute related to the expropriation of land. In
addition to compensation, Portugal will also have to pay €21,000 for
moral damages and €400,000 in fees and expenses, according to
news agency Efe. In question is 24,375 square metres of land located
in the municipality of Oeiras that the family inherited.

PSP police clamping down on underage
drinking
PSP police will be boosting their presence around schools until the
end of the school year. Officers will be staging a series of interventions
targeting the selling and consumption of alcohol among minors. The
‘End of Year’ operation runs until 21 June throughout the country and
aims to increase the sense of security among the school community.

Cyber-security centre to launch portal for
companies
Festival in Oeiras. According to TSF, music festivals will still reportedly be receiving visits from the treasury.

WEATHER

Temperatures settle for the week

Portugal’s National Cyber-security centre is to launch a portal by
October for cyber-security in companies to assess organisations’
needs in terms of capacity and skills. The portal will have a
questionnaire for companies to see their level of maturity in different
areas of cyber-security said the coordinator of the centre, Lino Santos.
Santos said that the portal would help companies know what
capacities and skills they needed to attain certain maturities, namely
in information management.

The recent heat wave across Portugal has now given way to more settled temperatures,
while clouds are expected to make a return to the skies, helping it to feel cooler.

52,400 Portuguese register for settled status
in the UK

Lisbon: There will be a slight
chance of rain over the weekend,
while intermittent cloud cover is
expected throughout the week.
Temperatures are to remain
steady with average highs of 22
degrees.

The British government has received 52,400 applications for settled
status from Portuguese citizens living in the UK, which is mandatory
after Brexit, according to the Home Secretary. The ministry said that
65 percent, about 34,300 Portuguese applications, were delivered in
one month since the scheme to resolve the migration status was
begun on 30 March and until 30 April. The Portuguese authorities
estimate that 400,000 nationals live in the UK.

The South
South: Hazy cloud over
the weekend is set to clear by
Monday with temperatures in the
south feeling cooler than
average highs of 27 degrees
thanks to northerly winds during
the start of the week.

The North: High cloud over
the weekend will change to
intermittent cloud cover by
Tuesday while temperatures are
set to reach average highs of 21
degrees with nightly lows of 12
degrees during the week.
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Good drivers could recover points on licences
Three years after the points-from-licences system came into force to
penalise offending motorists, good drivers could see their good driving
skills rewarded.

Exemplary drivers who have never lost any points on their driving licenses could be awarded three
extra points. (Photo: Lusa/Miguel A. Lopes)

A

ccording to reports,
exemplary drivers who
have never lost any
points on their driving
licenses could be awarded three
extra points.
Diário de Notícias (DN)
explained that drivers with a
clean licence for the past three
years could have 15 points - as
opposed to the standard starting
point of 12 – and can be
considered as an exemplary
driver, “or at least a driver who
has not committed any serious
or very serious infractions in the
last three years”.
The possibility of adding these
three points to individual
registrations on the Offences
Portal was provided for with the
coming into force of the point
system – which happened on 1
June, 2016 - and logged in
Decree Law 114/94, 3 May, of
the current Road Code.
DN’s report goes on to explain
that in article 148, paragraph 5,
which explains the points system
and the suspension of driving
licences, if, “at the end of each
three-year period, there is no
record of serious or very serious
misconduct or road crimes on
the offences register, three

points are awarded to the driver,
and the maximum limit of fifteen
points may not be exceeded in
accordance with Article 121a (2).”
“For example, if in 2019 a
motorist with 15 points commits
an offence that ‘costs’ three or
more points, and until 2022 does
not break the Road Code again,
they can regain the three-point
bonus”, the piece clarified.
At present, a serious offence
implies the subtraction of two or
three points from the driver’s
licence, while very serious
offences involve the subtraction of
up to five points.
By default all licences start with
12 points, and if or when all 12
points are lost, drivers are obliged
to hand in their licences and re-sit
classes to get it back.
According to a statement from the
National Road Safety Authority
(ANSR), since the point system
came into force three years ago,
505 driving licences have been
withdrawn and 968 cases are still
being investigated.
Of the approximately 80,000
drivers already punished with the
subtraction of points, more than
60 percent lost only two,
corresponding to a serious
offence.

Summer train shortage looking likely
The government has conceded that there could be a
shortage of trains during summer, admitting that there may
be disruptions and disturbances to services.
The office of Infrastructures and
Habitation Minister Pedro Nuno Santos,
has admitted that there is the possibility
of a summer train shortage, newspaper
Expresso reports, casing grievances to
summer travellers and city workers.
This is chiefly due to a general lack of
trains and a personnel shortage,
causing many routes to be suppressed.
The SFRCI Railroad Union recently
suspended the notice of strike
scheduled for last week, after the
Government agreed to “hire
operational workers” and boost other
necessary areas within national rail
company CP.
The Government had in a statement
referred to the suspension of this notice

of strike, saying it is “analysing and
developing a set of measures” to
respond to the operational and
personnel needs of CP.
Last week Minister Santos publicly
apologised for the poor quality of
Portugal’s public transports.
However, the apology came before CP
suppressed more of its rail services this
week, on Tuesday, reducing the number
of services on its busy Lisbon-Sintra line
by half, between 23 June and 7
September, and largely during rush
hour.
The company is justifying the move,
which includes reduced ticket office
customer services too, with a drop in
demand from students during summer.
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EDP invests €3.5m on ‘giant solar raft’
EDP plans to invest in a floating photovoltaic plant on the Aletnejo’s Alqueva Dam, with 11,000
panels and an estimated production of 6,000MWh, by 2020.

The
Alqueva
dam is the
largest
manmade
artificial
lake in
Europe,
also
commonly
referred
to as the
‘Great
Lake’
(Photo:
Lusa)

T

he ambitious project will replicate
the Alto Rabagão dam project,
located in the Peneda-Gerês
National Park, in the municipality of
Montalegre, Vila Real District in Northern
Portugal, but on an industrial scale.
EDP Produção president Rui Teixeira said
that the pilot project for the floating
photovoltaic plant in Alto Rabagão, which had
been under test since November 2016, has
“exceeded expectations”, with a production
six percent higher than expected since startup and greater efficiency than similar ground
solutions.
For this reason, he said, EDP now intends to
move onto a new, bigger project in the lower

Alentejo, on the Alqueva dam; the largest
manmade artificial lake in Europe, also
commonly referred to as the ‘Great Lake’.
However the Alqueva project will be of greater
scale and complexity since the Alqueva dam
is a hydropower plant with a pumping system,
which allows the reuse of water for electricity
generation.
“Alqueva is one of the best solar radiation
zones in the country and allows the
installation of panels without too much shade
or shadows”, the administrator explained.
He adds: “We started thinking about building
on the Alto Rabagão project, taking advantage
of other reservoirs we have in Portugal”.
The project for Alqueva is of “an industrial

scale”, he notes, explaining that 11,000 solar
panels are planned - compared to the 840 on
the Rabagão dam - and an estimated annual
output of 6,000MWh (compared to the
300MWh of the Alto Rabagão pilot project).
This is equivalent to the consumption of a
quarter of the population of Portel and Moura,
two large cities in the districts of Beja and
Évora, which flank the Alqueva dam.
This floating photovoltaic power station will
also test two new possibilities: coupling solar
panels lithium-ion batteries to accumulate
energy and use outside solar production
hours, and optimisation of the system, taking
advantage of the existing pumps.
Speaking to Lusa News Agency, Rui Teixeira
set the company’s newest investment within
the framework of “the leading position that
EDP has attained in energy transition” through
its “ability to anticipate investing in new
technologies”.
Presently the project is under public
consultation, after which it will be assessed by
the Directorate General for Energy and
Geology (DGEG).
According to Mr. Teixeira, if the necessary
authorisations are obtained, “the goal is to
install the project in 2020”, with an estimated
investment of 3.5 million euros.
The Alto Rabagão project will continue to host
“pilot characteristics”, serving as “a living
laboratory to test pioneering technology at
European level” that explore the
complementary relationship between the sun
and water.

Emergency
vehicles
equipped with
defibrillators
For the first time, the 28
vehicles used by the ISN
(Shipwreck and Rescue
Institute) will be fitted with
defibrillators
The vehicles are used as part
of the annual “Seawatch” project,
which sees qualified Navy
specialists working to protect the
public through lifeguard actions,
off road rescues and first aid.
During 2018, project Seawatch
carried out 342 interventions,
which resulted in the rescue of 51
holidaymakers, first aid for 271
cases and led to 20 successful
searches for lost children.
Since the beginning of the
project it is estimated that the
vehicles have covered some
280,000km over bathing season,
especially on unmanned
beaches, contributing to more
than 1,600 life saving rescues in
Portugal.
Created in 2011, the Seawatch
project is the result of a
partnership between the ISN,
Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles, Volkswagen Financial
Services and the brands dealers
to promote safety on beaches in
Portugal.
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Turning the streets of
Carvoeiro Black & White
The first big summer party of the season in the Algarve is back with
Black & White night in Carvoeiro taking place on 15 June.

The 6th
edition of
Black &
White
night will
begin at
8.30pm in
Carvoeiro.
(Photo:
Supplied)

S

ince 2014, more than
30,000 guests have
flocked to the small
town of Carvoeiro in the
central Algarve, to enjoy a night
of free entertainment
throughout the streets, up by the
church and on to the beach into
the small hours of the morning.
The 6th edition of Black &
White night will begin at

8.30pm with live music from
Raquel Peters in the town
square, this is then followed by
music and entertainment on
various stages throughout the
town including performances
by solo musicians, dance
shows, jazz music, live bands,
DJ sessions and a
synchronised firework show.
The main streets in Carvoeiro

will be closed to traffic for the
event and to ease transport
issues free buses have been
provided by Lagoa council to
and from the town from Fatacil,
Intermarché, Apolónia and
Aldi between 6pm and 4am.
Everyone visiting the event is
asked to get into the spirit by
wearing black and white for
the night.

Alvor dune replenishment on hold
A two million euro intervention to replenish sand
dunes along the Alvor coastline is to be put on
hold during summer to avoid causing
inconvenience to tourists.
Work currently taking place in
Praia de Alvor for the artificial
feeding and reinforcement of the
sand dunes will be suspended
during the summer season,
according to Portimão Council to
“allowing vacationers to enjoy in full,
and without any kind of
inconvenience, this popular beach
resort, which in 2019 is once again
awarded with the Blue Flag”.
In a statement Portimão Council
said that the intervention, whose
promoter is the Portuguese
Environment Agency Administration of the Algarve
Hydrographical Region, “will be
resumed late September and
should be completed by the end of
the year”.
At present, the work is only taking
place along a stretch of about 150
metres, an intervention that is due to
end before the end of this month, to
avoid constraints on the beach for
bathers in July and August.
In this intervention, sand is
dredged from the estuary and sent
through conduits to the area of Praia
de Alvor, which will allow the
widening of the dune area by around
10 metres.
The beach itself will grow by 25

metres along a stretch of about two
kilometres.
The measure aims to bolster the
area’s natural defence against
erosive events and is covered by the
POSEUR - Operational Programme
for Sustainability and Efficiency in
the Use of Resources, with a total
eligible cost of €1,989,909.49.
This is in part financed by the
European Union to a total of
€1,691,423.06, and by public funds
in the order of €298,486.43.
In related news, the country’s
biggest green wine producer has
purchased land in the Algarve, in
Alvor.
Renowned company Aveleda,
which produces the famous Aveleda
and Casal Garcia wines – has,
according to newspaper Expresso,
bought a portion of the former
Quinta do Morgado da Torre,
nestled between Ria de Alvor and
Serra de Monchique, where it will
invest some €7 million over a twoyear investment plan.
The name Alvor will also be the
main brand of its wines produced in
the Algarve region – Villa Alvor –
comprising several varieties, among
them whites, reds and rosés, with
prices ranging between €5 and €15.
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Portugal behind on gender
equality in higher education
Portugal is still “some way behind” so far as gender equality goes, with only 13
percent of higher education institutions in the country led by women .

Women
continue to
face barriers
in reaching
the top
positions in
universities
and
polytechnics
despite the
fact that
women
represent the
majority of
people with
doctorates.
(Photo: Lusa/
Paulo Novais)

M

anuel Heitor, the minister
for science, technology
and higher education,
was speaking at the
opening session of an event on
gender equality in higher education
at Lisbon’s ISCTE university institute
at which a study was presented that
shows the low number of women in
leadership posts in Portugal’s
universities and polytechnics.
“It is a theme to which we have to be
very attentive and … to ensure a very
profound discussion,” Heitor said.
“Also on the critical issue of what we
mean by gender. It is a topic that
Portugal is very behind on in the
debate and hence the call I have
made here, so that research work
itself is done in terms of what other

societies are already talking about.”
In terms of implementing policies to
ensure parity, he stressed as a
“critical issue”, especially in higher
education, that defending merit is no
grounds for forgetting parity.
Pedro Dominguinhos, the president
of Setúbal Polytechnic and of the
coordinating council for polytechnics,
noted that among these institutions
only one has an exclusively male
governing body, but argued that there
was a need to promote equality –
including with measures such as
quotas, not least because inequality
is reflected in careers and salaries.
Heitor stressed that the question of
equality in higher education is “more
complex” than in other sectors,
because it has implications for the

diversification of disciplines.
“We have disciplinary areas …
particularly dominated by women –
pharmacy is one - and then we have
other disciplinary areas where we only
have men, especially in the digital
area,” he noted. “So the subject is
rather more complex, partly because
of stigmas created since childhood,
about where women and men go.
“That is why it is important to have
research work … that has an impact
on action,” he said.
Women continue to face barriers in
reaching the top positions in
universities and polytechnics, a study
released last week showed – despite
the fact that already for some years
women have represented the
majority of people with doctorates.

Judges to earn more than PM
A legal change in Portugal means that judges’
salaries can in future be higher than that of the
prime minister.
Portugal’s governing
Socialist Party (PS), the
right-wing People’s Party
(CDS-PP) and the
Communist Party (PCP) and
their allies the Greens (PEV)
voted down an amendment
to prevent the change that
was tabled by the Left Bloc,
the main opposition Social
Democratic Party (PSD) and
People-Animals-Nature
(PAN) as well as Paulo Trigo
Pereira, an independent
who was originally elected
on the PS slate.
After the vote, several PS
deputies went on record
explaining why they voted
in favour of the change –
mostly citing the imposition

of the party whip. That
prompted Carlos César,
leader of the PS in
parliament, to publicly
contradict them.
For the CDS-PP, Pedro
Mota Soares went on record,
also citing the imposition of a
party whip as the reason for
his vote in favour.
At present no public
official may have a salary
that exceeds that that of the
prime minister. The
change means that judges’
salaries can now be
increased beyond that
level, though they will
remain below that of the
country’s president.
TPN/Lusa

Cocaine seized in high
seas operation
More than a tonne of cocaine has been seized
from a fishing boat in the Atlantic Ocean as part
of a PJ police investigation in collaboration with
the Brazilian Federal Police.
In a statement, the PJ
police confirmed that they
had taken part in a
complex operation to
combat the transnational
traffic of narcotics by sea
which had led to the arrests
of seven people.
During Operation “Areia
Branca” the authorities
located and intercepted a
fishing vessel “in the
middle of the Atlantic
Ocean sailing under the
Brazilian flag and
suspected of being used in
the transportation of large

amounts of cocaine
headed for Europe”.
The boat was taken to the
Lisbon naval base where it
was then searched by
police who found hidden in
50 sacks a total of 1,102
kilos of cocaine.
Seven foreign men aged
between 36 and 64 were
detained by the authorities.
The ongoing investigation
is supported by the Drugs
Enforcement Agency of the
United Sates and the
National Crime Agency of
the United Kingdom.

News
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Vintage train to return to Douro
The historical Douro train, in northern Portugal, will only run
for 23 trips during the summer season, a reduction by
almost half compared to last year.

P

ortugal’s
incumbent rail
operator, CP, said
that the inaugural
trip of the vintage train on the
Douro line took place on 1
June and that this year, 23
trips are expected, on
Saturdays until 26 October
and also on 15 August.
The number of trips
scheduled for 2019
equals about half of the
number run last year. In
previous years, CP also ran

trips on Sundays.
In a statement CP justified
the reduction with a
decrease in demand in
2018 when 6,190 people
travelled on the vintage train,
when in 2017 there were
10,100. According to CP, the
revenue was €375,700 in
2017 and €234,100 in 2018.
The reduction in supply has
triggered criticism from
mayors and tour operators.
At the time, the mayor of
Peso da Régua, José

Manuel Gonçalves, was
said to be “against” it and
that the reduction of the
touristic offer in the Douro
rail is “harmful to the image”
of the territory.
The Douro Historical Train
consists of an oil-fired steam
locomotive and five vintage
wooden carriages dating to
the beginning of the 20th
century. The service departs
from Peso da Régua station,
running through Pinhão and
on to Tua, where it ends.

The inaugural trip of the vintage train on the Douro line for 2019 took place on 1 June.
(Photo: Lusa/Pedro Sarmento Costa)

SIP real estate exhibition attracts 130 exhibitors
The SIP (Salão Imobiliário do Porto) exhibition aims to become “the
biggest event real estate in the north region”
One hundred and thirty companies are
participating in the second edition of the
Real Estate Exhibition of Porto (SIP),
which runs until 9 June at Exponor, in
Matosinhos.
Speaking to the Lusa news agency, the
president of the Association of Real
Estate Agents and Companies of
Portugal (APEMIP) - with the Portuguese
Association of Building Materials Traders
(APCMC) and in partnership with the

Portuguese Business Association (AEP) said that this edition “already exceeds the
first in the number of exhibitors and
promises to fix the theme of real estate in
the national agenda.”
“After the first edition exceeded all
expectations, we are confident that in
2019 the SIP will confirm and
accentuate its position as the largest
real estate event ever held in the north
region,” said Luís Lima, noting that “this

will be a great opportunity to promote
business and to facilitate the meeting
between supply and demand, since the
most representative companies of the
sector will be present.”
Pointing out the event as an
“opportunity to promote the north region
to the international market,” the
president of the SIP organising
committee stresses that, in order to “give
a wider dimension to the exhibition”, this
year the Autonomous Region of Madeira
is present as an ‘Invited Region’.
Between 6 and 9 June there will be

workshops, conferences and
presentations promoted by the
exhibitors and partners of the fair, which
in addition to real estate mediation
companies include companies from the
financial sector, promoters,
municipalities, regions and public
institutions.
The SIP 2019 is aimed at potential
domestic and foreign investors, real
estate professionals, international
guests and the general public and
expects to receive about 30 thousand
visitors.
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Portugal’s sardine fishermen
celebrate return to sea
Sardines are back on the menu after Portugal’s sardine fishermen were finally
allowed to return to sea on Monday, following an eight-month stoppage to allow
stocks to replenish.

Portugal’s
fishermen
expect to
catch
5,000
tonnes by
the end
of July
and the
remaining
2,181
tonnes as
of
August,
(Photo;
TPN)

T

he catch limit of
10,799 tonnes
has been
distributed
between Portuguese and
Spanish fleets following
talks with the European
Commission, of which
Portuguese ships will be
allowed to catch just over

7,000 tonnes.
At the start of this week the
sardine fishermen finally
returned to work, albeit
with clear restrictions: 141
baskets per day, totalling
10,799 tonnes by the end
of the summer, divided
between Portugal and
Spain.

Of these, 7,181 tonnes, or
66.5 percent of the
maximum limit, is
earmarked for Portugal.
Portugal’s fishermen
expect to catch 5,000
tonnes by the end of July
and the remaining 2,181
tonnes as of August, as
the Secretary of State for

Fisheries, Jose
Apolinário, said in
statements to Lusa News
Agency.
The first fleets off the
blocks came back to land
laden with the small fish
and boasting of their size
and quality, however, the
fishermen say their lot
falls short of the desired.
Earlier this month
Portuguese and Spanish
fishermen voiced their
“outrage” over the 10,799
tonne quota, and asked
Brussels for a
reassessment based on
recent scientific finds, to
no avail.

Gêres welcomes festival
guests by boat
Around 4,000 people are expected to attend the
Match – Gerês Sunset festival on 15 June, with
many expected to arrive by boat
The festival,
which takes
place along the
Rio Caldo river
between 3pm
and midnight, is
expecting 40
boats to join the
party which will
include music to
suit all tastes
including house,
R & B, hip hop and funk.
Initially the event was set
up by a group of boat
owners from the Gerês
marina who were looking
for a new form of
entertainment for the local
area and in this time it has
grown for 150 people to
more than 4,000.
Guests to the event are

expected to wear white and
to respect the local
environment. There will be
no straws available and
reusable cups will be on
offer.
Tickets for the evening
start at €7.50.
For further information,
please visit
www.matchgeressunset.pt

Largest turnout ever for ‘Serralves em Festa’
Portugal’s 16th ‘Serralves
em Festa’, which took place
last weekend in Porto, saw
a total of 264,750 visitors to
the event.
According to the

Serralves Foundation the
event saw “the largest
turnout ever,” 5.9 percent
more compared to visitor
numbers in 2018.
This initiative lasted 50

hours and is considered “the
biggest event of
contemporary culture in
Portugal and one of the
largest in the world,” and
took place under the theme
“Celebrate Serralves”,.
The programme included
various disciplinary areas of
music, dance, performance,
theatre, contemporary
circus and photography.
This year, Serralves in
Festa “was also marked by
the very significant
presence of foreign
visitors,” organisers said.
“Spain, Brazil, France and
the United Kingdom were
the most represented at the
event.”

News
More
immigration
officers for
Lisbon Airport
Portugal’s home affairs
minister has said that 45
more trainee immigration
officers have started at
Lisbon airport and another
49 electronic passport gates
have been installed.
Eduardo Cabrita, who was
speaking at Lisbon airport
recalled that earlier in the year 22
other immigration officers had
been hired for Lisbon.
Last weekend, the
immigration and border service
investigation and inspection
union demanded that the
government “call the airport
operator, ANA, to order, and
ensure that the officers had
acceptable working conditions”.
The union accused Vinci
Airports, which owns ANA
Aeroportos, of not attributing
decent rooms for them to eat,
restricting them to common
areas, while maintaining the
same interview rooms and toilets
as when the airport handled a
third of the numbers it does
TPN/Lusa
nowadays.
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New Montijo airport ‘only plausible
solution’

Portugal’s secretary of state of the economy, João Neves, has defended
the construction of a new airport in Montijo,

“

The government has taken
a series of initiatives to
build a solution for Lisbon,
integrating the airport on
the north bank with the new
airport on the south bank and,
depending on what the evolution
of traffic is, it is the only possible
solution in the context,” he said.
“We have very little time to make
a decision, after years when
decisions always evolved in a
very unstructured way. So, this is
the only plausible solution
regarding the times we have
ahead of us,” he added.
Neves also added that the
infrastructure Portugal has is
“limited” against “an outlook for
growth” of air traffic and industrial
activities.
He recalled that the European
aeronautical market “is growing
at 11 percent per year,” and
Portugal “is said to be an
increasingly desirable location,”
with “very competitive” market
conditions.
In mid-April, airport
management company ANA –
Portugal airports announced the
completion of the environmental
impact report (EIA) of Montijo
airport, but the conclusions are
not yet known, neither by the

Protesters march against the construction of an airport in Montijo. (Photo: Lusa/Rui Minderico)

environmentalists nor by the
members.
On 8 January, ANA and the state
signed an agreement for the
expansion of airport capacity
with an investment of €1.15
billion until 2028 to increase the
current airport in Lisbon and to

transform the air base of Montijo
into a new airport for Lisbon.
Portugal’s prime minister
António Costa said that he is only
waiting for the EIA for the location
chosen of the new airport to be
“irreversible.”
On 11 January, Costa said that

“there is no plan B” for the
construction of a new
complementary airport in Lisbon
in case EIA fails the location in
Montijo and has again ensured
that “there will be no airport in
Montijo” if the EIA does not allow
TPN/Lusa
it.
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Business
News

Refurbishments at Rocha Brava
Tennis & Fitness Centre
The restaurant “O Farol” at the Rocha Brava Village Resort has been completely
refurbished and now offers a glazed in terrace which enables the restaurant to
he resort,
accommodate large groups at any time of the year.

T

restaurant offers
special themed
evenings during
the summer season as well
as an a la carte menu and is
open daily for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
The tennis courts at the
Rocha Brava Resort in
Carvoeiro also had a
complete makeover this
spring.
The previous green courts
are now designed in a blue
and mauve colour pattern
and the management is
proud to offer these new
facilities to their guests
staying on site as well as all
external players and
residents.
Members and guests
recently celebrated the reopening of the courts with
lots of tennis and of course,
drinks and snacks catered
for by the club.
For further information
about Rocha Brava Tennis
& Fitness Centre, please
call 969 475 328 or email
geral@tennisrochabrava.com.

Only 30% of Portuguese
believe in data protection
Despite the General Data Protection Regulation
(RGPD) coming into force in May 2018 , the
majority of Portuguese online shoppers do not
have confidence in data protection.
According to data from
the Observer Cetelem ECommerce 2019, as a
result of a survey of one
thousand consumers, only
a few Portuguese online
consumers believe that
online stores protect their
data and do not share them
without authorization (30
percent), with 35 percent
agreeing that their data is
used for commercial
purposes.
The report found that
respondents in Greater
Lisbon are the most
confident in personal data
protection (39 percent)
while the respondents in
Greater Porto (23 percent)
are the least confident.
When asked about cyber
security, 36 percent of
respondents considered
online stores safe,
although 40 percent feared
possible fraud situations,
while only 30 percent are
comfortable with providing
data for payment of online
purchases.
The increasing use of the

Internet and the use of the
network for commercial
transactions has also led to
the creation of new
vocabulary reflecting
practices associated with
technological innovations.
The Cetelem ECommerce 2019 Observer
survey tried to understand
to what extent consumers
knew eight expressions
selected for the survey:
cookies, https: //, virtual
reality, Artificial
Intelligence,
Marketplaces, Hashtag,
WebAnalytics and
Augmented Reality.
The survey found that on
average, only 40 percent of
those questioned knew
these eight expression and
perhaps not surprisingly,
knowledge of the terms is
greater among those who
are frequent online
shoppers, who had greater
knowledge of concepts
such as cookies (93
percent); https: // (92
percent) and virtual reality
(84 percent).

New look for Maré at Pine Cliffs
The Maré beach bar and restaurant at the Pine Cliffs Resort has opened
for the summer with a new look, menu and Beach Butler service.
The Sundeck at Maré offers views over
the beach from the upper deck area, while
on the lower floor the renovated restaurant
includes a new menu from chef João
Alves including seafood specialities.
“We want to provide our guests with an
unforgettable gastronomic experience in
the Algarve, where the local ingredients
shine in dishes that combine the
traditional with the contemporary. The use
of fresh and local produce with a strong
focus on fish and seafood is without a
doubt the greatest source of inspiration for
Maré at Pine Cliffs chart,” said João Alves,
Executive Chef of Pine Cliffs Resort.
Maré at Pine Cliffs is open for lunch and
dinner from 11am daily until October.

Business
New artificial intelligence and
data centre launched
Altran and Tessella are opening a new analytic centre
with offices in Lisbon and Porto
Engineering and Research and
Development service provider
Altran have launched a new centre
of excellence dedicated to data
science and artificial intelligence
in response to growing market
demand in these areas.
The Portuguese teams will
operate as part of Tessella,
Altran’s World Class Center of
Analytics, joining an international
group of more than 350 data
science experts.
For Bruno Casadinho, Chief
Operating Officer of Altran
Portugal: “The focus on artificial
intelligence and data science is
an extraordinary opportunity for
our customers to develop new
disruptive services, as well as to
make their businesses more
digital.
“The opening of a World Class
Center dedicated to these areas,
under the leadership of Bruno
Coelho, follows our strategy of
putting Portugal at the forefront of
disruptive technology. Our clients
will benefit from what we call an
exponential triad. A dedicated
analytical team, with a track
record, managed by the
experienced João Neves and
Hélder Pinheiro, and supported
by Tessela’s global talent

network that provides the best
engineering and consulting in
the market. “
Mark Kirwan, CEO of Tessela,
says: “This investment in the
presence in the European
market increases our ability to
guarantee extraordinary results
in terms of data science. I am
proud of the fact that Altran
customers in Portugal can now
benefit from the local talent as
well as have access to the entire
Tessella organisation. This
clearly illustrates the momentum
of the Altran Group in offering
customers value-added
solutions, as recently announced
in the High Road 2022 strategy. “
In Portugal, Tessella, Altran
World Class Center Analytics, will
be present in Altran offices in
Lisbon and Porto, with an initial
team of 35 specialists, aiming to
reach 100 experts by the end of
2019.
With more than 45 thousand
employees and present in more
than 30 countries, the Altran and
Aricent group generated revenues
of € 2.9 billion in 2017. In the
Portuguese market since 1998,
Altran Portugal has more than
2,200 employees and three offices
in Porto, Lisbon and Fundão.
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7th annual BPCC summer party
The 7th Annual Summer Party Business Cocktail evening sponsored by BPCC
Member VILA VITA Parc Resort & Spa, will be taking place on 13 June.

This free cocktail will take place on
13 June at 6pm, at Praia Dourada
Beach Restaurant & Lounge, in
Armação de Pêra, followed by a
dinner, at 8:30pm, for those who
wish to extend the evening.
These cocktail events are short
after-work events between 6pm

and 8.30pm, which allow new
and existing members to get
together and network with other
members as well as the
Chamber Directors.
Participation in the cocktail is free
but registration is mandatory.
Places are limited and bookings

will be accepted on first come
first serve basis. In order to
ensure your booking, your
registration should be made
before the 11 June.
For further information or to
register, please email
a.silva@bpcc.pt
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Re: People,
Animals and
Nature
SIR, It has been exhilarating
to learn of the unexpected
success of PAN in the EU
Parliamentary Election with a
gain of nearly 7% of the vote
and representation of one
MEP.
At last there is a glimmer of
hope for an eventual
termination of the abominable
cruelty which is meted with
daily nonchalance to Europe´s
domestic, farm and wild
animals. Savage humans who
enjoy the torturing , hunting
and slaughtering of other
species must accept that a
civilising process will gradually
bring an end to their pleasures
even if compulsory veganism is
not part of PAN´s manifesto.
And hopefully PAN´s other
laudable aims for
environmental improvement by
the ending of fossil fuel
pollution may soon be furthered
by an increasing share of the
vote to truly express “the will of
the people”.
Hurrah for PAN.
ROBERT KNIGHT, Tomar

Community News

Letters to the editor
The opinions expressed here are those of our readers
and not necessarily of The Portugal News. The editor
reserves the right to edit letters or refuse publication.
Send your letters, which must include your
name and full postal address and should
preferably be under 300 words, to:
The Portugal News, Apartado 13, 8401-901
Lagoa. Email: letters@theportugalnews.com

N

windows and doors shut and
are constantly cleaning apart
from what it is doing to the air
we breath.
We have a planted area
along this road which
operatives go past from the
site, this is now full of plastic
waste, never before.
On the south side to us they
have bulldozed land up to our
boundary fence for a so
called car park, this area was
full of wild flowers and all sorts
of wild life, gone and nothing
that looks like any
landscaping and replacement
for the wild life, guess what,
it’s now a dumping ground for
all sorts of building materials
and out of site of the new
hotel.
It is my view and many others
that Pestana are not eco
friendly, not interested in
engaging with the local
community and its interests in
the past and the future.
Colin Dunford, By email

Re: Large fire
causes alarm
SIR, I watched the drama
unfold from my house in Pêra.
As always, the Bombeiros did a
great job and in particular the
helicopter pilot.
Looking from my house now,
there is just a big patch of
blackened ground that will take
some time to recover, if it ever
does. Glad to hear the horses
were moved to safety and I can
see that they are back there
today but no apparent shade
for them in this heat. I hope
they have plenty of drinking
water.
BRIDGET FERGUSON, via
www.theportugalnews.com

Re: EU
Re: The
announces
Pestana Blue
new safety
Alvor Hotel
A Question of equipment
Disability
SIR, I read with interest your
article on the wonderful new
Pestana Blue Hotel and its Eco
approach to plastic and clean
air. I live at Vila Marachique
adjacent to this Hotel and with
other owners have had to
endure for some time the
pollution caused by site traffic
using one of the roads to the
site which passes Vila
Marachique which has now
broken down so much it
causes clouds of dust and fuel
emissions into the air that we
are unable at times to use our
balconies, have to keep

SIR, As a home owner in
Portugal and the mother of a
teenage mentally and physically
disabled child, please can I ask
where are the disabled people
in Portugal? We get a lot of
stares with our wheelchair
ridden son but we never get to
see any disabled Portuguese
children or adults. Wondering
what the thoughts are around
disabilities in Portugal,
especially The Algarve?
JULIA BURROW, By email

SIR, Not until Portugal
abolishes the recent law on
roundabouts, or until the
country adopts the same and
legible road markings used in
most other European countries
or moves pedestrian crossings
not regulated by signals away
from road junctions, will road
safety improve. Every other day
there is an accident on the
roundabout at Alegro in
Setúbal which I see from my
windows!
GEOFFREY RYDER , via
www.theportugalnews.com

Bowls Algarve
Thursday, 30 May was a
beautiful day as only the
Algarve can produce. The
location was Floresta Bowling
Club in Luz, near Lagos. A
beautiful location on a
sparkling day. George
Humphreys the owner,
welcomed everyone, and had
to announce the sad news,
that Christine Dudman had died
during last week,
unexpectedly. A minute’s
silence was held in her honour
before the games began.
The morning games were
difficult when the wind decided
to blow, making conditions very
testing, on a playing surface
that is challenging for all
players, including those who
play there regularly. However,
as is usual, the conditions were
the same for everyone. The
green was well vacuumed
before play began but the wind
constantly had all players
chasing debris as well as hats,
off the rinks, interesting times.
The wind was still blowing
during the afternoon games,
making their games just as
challenging.
Tavira Tigers took six points

from Alvor Egrets who won four
points; Alvor Kestrels lost all
points to Valverde Vikings the
top scoring team this week,
who won all ten points;
Albufeira Wildcats won two
points from Valverde Vulcans
winning eights points; Floresta
Squirrels won eight points from
Floresta Falcons who won two
points; whilst Balaia Dolphins
won two points from Pedras
Panthers who won eight points.
The Table has changed
again with, Valverde Vikings
and Tavira Tigers sharing the
top slot with thirty-two points

each, and Valverde Vulcans
chasing closely behind on thirty
points, with Pedras Panthers in
contention with twenty-nine
points. Balaia Dolphins are
holding up the league from the
bottom with four points.
Many thanks go to Lynne
Humphreys and Paula who
provided a delicious Jambalaya
and sandwiches for all the
teams and supporters and to
George Humphreys who
ensured everyone was
suitably hydrated during the
very hot day.
Miriam Hare

Why not give Bowls a try?
To celebrate Portimão as European City of
Sports 2019 Alvor Bowls Club would be
delighted to invite all members of the public to
come along and visit our Club and give Bowls a
try during the month of June 2019.
Every Wed from 10am until 4pm during June
for Lawn Bowls and every Tues from 12-4 for
anyone interested in trying the game of Crown
Bowls.Complimentary Bowls and free tuition will
be available so please come along and have
some fun and enjoy an opportunity to try playing
a game of Bowls.Full details of our Club can be
found on our website www.alvorlawnbowls.com
or phone 282490280

Let’s Walk
Tuesday 11 June – Let’s
Walk in the Natural Park:
There are many wonderful walks
in the Park and this happens to
be one of the best with some

superb coastal views. It is just
over 2.5 hours with ups and
downs.10am start. Meet at the
‘Perimetro Florestal’. Drive from
Lagos towards Sagres on the
EN125. At Vila do Bispo take the
exit road for Aljezur and after
about 2km you will see the sign
for the Perimetro Floretsal on the
left, turn here and park (no café).

Julie 965 753 033
There is no need to book
please just come along wearing
shoes suitable for country
walking. Please bring water
and a sense of humour! There
is a nominal charge of 5 euro
p.p. this includes a donation to
charity (full details
www.portugalwalks.com)

Algarve Bike Rides
Here are the details of this
week’s rides:
Saturday 8 June - No
Ride this week as I have a
group tour to do.
Sunday 9 June - Bike ride
starting in Loulé: We meet in
the Avenida opposite the
market building at 9.15am
ready for a 9.30am start. This
will be a typical easy Sunday
morning ride with a café stop
somewhere along the way.
If you would like to come
along to one of these rides,
please do let me know either by
text, email or by confirming on

Facebook via the Activity
Algarve Bike Rides page. If a
ride has to be cancelled for any
reason, such as bad weather,
notification will be via text. We
reserve the right to cancel any
ride if less than 5 people are
signed up. Price for
participation is €5 per rider per
ride. For more information
please contact Paul Beesley
on tel: 913226954, email:
paul@algarvebikeholidays
.com, Visit: www. algarve
bikeholidays. com, or
Facebook:
AlgarveBikeHolidays.

Please send your Club or
Community news to:
info@theportugalnews.com

Community News
AHA Concert
The Algarve History
Association is sponsoring a
Cello (Varoujan Bartikian) and
Piano (Lucjan Luc) Concert on
Sunday, 16 June at 5 pm at
Quintinha da Música.
The first piece in this concert
is Cello Suite no 1 (BWV 1007)
for solo cello. Bach´s six suites
for cello are among his greatest
musical achievements. The
suites each consist of six
movements, a prelude and five
dances, and the prelude of
Suite no 1 is probably the best
known movement from the
entire set of suites. It is thought
that he had composed all six by
the time he was thirty-five, still
relatively young. The two

Beethoven sets of variations
were composed in 1796 and
1801, early in his career, and
one was dedicated to Princess
Christiane von Lichnovsky and
the other to Johann von
Browne, a half Irish officer in the
Russian Imperial service. The
Chopin cello sonata was written
in 1846, towards the end of his
life, and it was premiered by
Chopin himself in the year
before he died from a chronic
lung condition.
To book contact:
lynne.algarvehistory@gmail.com
Tickets cost €25 and
directions to Quintinha da
Música will be sent with the
confirmation of booking.

Sharing life - sharing painting
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The Wizard Of Oz Theatre Workshop presented by
The Algarveans
Mark your diary - Sunday 9
June at 2 pm – to join The
Algarveans for a FREE theatre
workshop introducing their
upcoming production The
Wizard Of Oz at the Lagoa Fire
Station “Bombeiros” – on the
first floor. All ages welcome –
adults and children.
Workshop participants will
be invited to take part in
theatre exercises, including
movement and song.
Refreshments will be provided.
We are looking for new
members of all ages interested
in acting, singing or dancing in
this fun filled musical. If
treading the boards is not your
thing then take heart, we also

need back stage assistants,
front of house, set building and
putting needle to thread. This
would be a wonderful way to
meet new people and enjoy the
social element as well.
The Algarveans are an
English-speaking theatre group
who have been performing in
the Algarve since 1991.
After the workshop, auditions
for the show will be held on
Wednesday, 19 June and
Friday, 21 June at 7 pm at the
Lagoa Fire Station “Bombeiros”
– on the first floor. For more
information and to sign up for
the workshop, please contact
director Karen Barroso on 968
890 671 or email:

kaz_barroso@yahoo.com.
Performances of THE
WIZARD OF OZ will be staged
in the Lagoa Auditorium Carlos

UK charity trains plastic
recyclers around the world

Painters, Dutch couple
Justine Albronda and Edwin
Hagendoorn, who have lived in
Olhão for 10 years, are
exhibiting their individual
paintings as well as their larger
collaborative paintings at
Associacao Cultural ReCriativa Republica 14 Olhão
fron Friday, 7 June until
Monday, 1 July from 5.30pm.
Their contrasting styles are
complemented in their still life
paintings, as homage and
respect both to painter and
partner.
The majority of work shown
will be Edwin’s - gestural and

experimental, whilst Justine’s
work is methodical and
meticulous.
Edwin Hagendoorn
Hagendoorn, is an
observer, a master of line; he
watches, he draws, he records,
capturing the expressive
essence of a passerby, with
sensitivity and humour, many of
his subjects resident of his
adoptive town Olhão.
Justine Albronda choses
subjects where surrounding
factors remain constant, such
as still life, carefully capturing
small details of inert objects.
This is an exhibition not be
missed.
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International charity
WasteAid has launched a
campaign to stop plastic
polluting the Atlantic
ocean. WasteAid works
in countries with poor
waste management and
helps communities turn
trash to treasure.
Their campaign has been
awarded UK Aid Match,
meaning that all donations
from British tax payers by 31
July will be doubled by UK
government. The charity
says that a donation of £300
doubled will stop a million
plastic bags reaching the Atlantic
ocean, each year.
The Cameroon estuary is a
global biodiversity hotspot with
mangrove forests, African
manatees (sea cows) and a wide
variety of sea turtles. Plastic waste
from the city accumulates in dry
riverbeds, and when monsoon
season arrives it is washed into the
estuary and eventually out to sea.
WasteAid want to train 300 local
people to turn waste plastic into
floor tiles and other useful products,
keeping it out of the ocean for
good. They have a pilot project in

the Gambia that, in the first two
months alone, kept a million plastic
bags out of the ocean.
1 in 3 people globally don’t have a
rubbish collection service, and the
impacts on our oceans and on human
health are only just starting to be seen.
Sir David Attenborough recently
launched a report that WasteAid
contributed to called “Not Time To
Waste”, encouraging urgent action
on the global waste crisis before it’s
too late.
For information about the
WasteAid appeal visit
wasteaid.org/ukaidmatch

do Carmo in November 2019.
We are excited to have you
join us on the Yellow Brick Road
and our journey to Oz!

The Bailliage de l’Algarve
of the Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs celebrates
Members of the Chaîne des Rôtisseurs gathered at O
Barradas on Saturday, 25 May to celebrate the founding
of this district’s confraternity within the global
organisation in 2005.
Guests from as far afield as Australia, Finland, Sweden
and Denmark as well as Portugal enjoyed the pleasant
outdoor ambiance for the wine tasting of the Quinta do
Barradas red, white and rose. All wines are produced
according to the passionate philosophy of owner Luís
Pequeno, without pesticides. Noted was also that the red
wine had been nominated “the best wine of the Algarve”
in 2017.
Dinner was served in the atmospheric large dining
room of this converted country house within sight of the
kitchens. The menu followed once more the philosophy
of Luís and his German wife Andrea who use only the
best local ingredients to produce their food. Their cuisine
is based upon traditional Portuguese dishes but with
contemporary twists.
The evening was brought to a close when Roy
Clevenholm thanked Luís and his kitchen brigades for
their help in making this occasion such a memorable one.
This event, as with all Chaîne des Rôtisseurs events
worldwide, helps to support our charities, internationally
with ACCR and locally in Portugal with our gastronomic
school. Here underprivileged children are given the
opportunity to enrol in courses which give them
grounding in the hospitality industry.
Should you wish to know more about the Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs please visit www.chainedesrotisseurs
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CHARITIES
APAA CHARITY SHOPS - Dunas
do Alvor: Tues to Sat 10.30am - 2pm.
Cerro Grande, Albufeira: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Rua Elias Garcia, 20,
Silves: Mon to Sat 10am - 2pm.
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com
SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES in the
Algarve receives items for families in
need, Guia and surrounding areas. To
donate or discuss concerns about a
needy family contact Su Davis: 932
307 548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families in the
Algarve.
A.A.G. CHARITY Shop Guia.
Situated in the Main Street, opposite
the Football Club Snack bar and close
to Crédito Agrícola Bank. Opening
hours Mon - Fri, 10am to 5.45pm, Sat
10am to 2pm. Closed Sun. Animal
charity feeding street animals. Patron
Bonnie Tyler.
PIANIST WANTED on a volunteer
basis for occasional Sunday services
at the Anglican Church of St Vincent’s
Chaplaincy, Praia da Luz. Email
pet.alex@sapo.pt
THE GOODWILL CHARITY.
R. Direita 5, Ed. Portus Magnus,
Portimão. (Close to Theatre). 968 740
693, 10am to 2pm. Clothes, bric a brac
and furniture in saleable cond., large
items collected.We would like to thank
you all for your donations and for
shopping, that has enabled us to help
the local community.
SECOND CHANCE charity shop at
Largo Das Ferreiras (on
roundabout), Ferreiras, Albufeira.
Open Tues to Fri, 10am to 4pm. Sat
10am to1pm. Supporting people in
need, also Bombeiros, Soup
kitchens, Riding for the disabled,
AHSA day care centre for the elderly
and more. Contact Maggie Cook
917 707 808.
PORTIMÃO SOUP KITCHEN Beco
São José, Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come and help us
make sandwiches and serve food to
hungry but appreciative people. For
more info call Joy 917 358 098.
THE DONKEY SANCTUARY
needs all your unwanted items for
our shops in Ferragudo, Carvoeiro
and Lagoa. Larger items i.e.
furniture can be collected. The shop
funds allow us to feed our many
mouths at the Sanctuary. We
always need extra hands at our
shops so if you can spare 3-4 hours
a week give us a call. Chris 966
033 127.
ASMAA CHARITY and UP-Cycling
Hub. Volunteers are now needed for
our shop. Wed, Fri and Sat 11.30am
to 5pm, other days by appointment
only. Tel 969 320 231, email
info@asmaa-algarve.org Rua J.
Pereira Sampaio Bruno, Nº 53.
Portimão (Behind Bombeiros).
MADRUGADA ASSOCIAÇ
ÃO
ASSOCIAÇÃ
provides home-based, end of life,
palliative care to patients and their
loved ones free of charge. Your
donations would be very welcome.
Volunteers are also required. If you can
help call us on 282 761 375 or visit our
shops in Lagoa and Praia da Luz.
CADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am to 1pm /
3pm to 5pm. Almadena: Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm, Sat, 10am to 1pm. We
always need extra hands in our shops.
ASSOCIAÇÃO DE CARIDADE
MÃOS de Ajuda. Helping Hands
Charity Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira. 100
metres from Porta Nova Post Office.
Open Monday, Wednesday, Saturday
10am to 1pm. Help us to Help others
in the Tavira Area. 963558138
FRENCH LANGUAGE Following
the French Government’s initiative to
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expand the French language, we
are looking for Volunteers to teach
French in Albufeira or Olhos de
Água to children and adults. No
experience or qualifications
necessary, just fluency in French
and a passion to meet and help
others learn this beautiful language.
Please contact Angelica fash.co@
gmail.com or 961636201.
THE
SHOP.
HE NANDI CHARITY SHOP
Summer clothing now in store.
Furniture can be collected with 30k
Lagos. Tel: 912 741 857

MUSIC
Aljezur International Choir
Choir.
Thursdays 2pm to 3.30pm. 914 285
640. wattys100@hotmail.com.
Tavira Pop Choir
Choir. Santa Catarina,
Sun 2.30pm - 4.30pm. Also, Fonte do
Bispo, Sun. at 2pm-4pm. Call Gillian
966 006 436.
The East Algarve International
choir
choir. Thursdays, Luz de Tavira, Call
Rineke Hofman 926 684 061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com

Quinta Jacintina. Mondays
2.30pm, Hotel Quinta Jacintina, Vale
do Lobo. Contact Sally Roberts Tel:
289 350 090,
sally@blanchworth.co.uk

SPORT
Walking Football Mondays, 50+,
Tavira. Tuesdays 60+ ONLY, Olhão
Thursdays, Olhão from 9.30 to
11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk
Tavira County Lawn Bowling
Club - Cerro do Leiria, Santa
Catarina, Fonte Bispo, Tavira. Rollups Mon, Wed & Fri. Joe Scott
963997582,
joe.scott121@btinternet.com
Crown Green at Alvor bowling
Club 10am. Peter or Janette 966
169 747 or 965 700 536.
Balaia Bowls Club
Club, Tuesdays and
Fridays 9.45am, Olhos de Água,
Albufeira. Jill 935701155.

Coro dos Amigos do Museu
Museu.
Thursdays from 6.30pm. Call Liesbeth
281971909
liesbethnoordijk@gmail.com

Touch Rugby. Lagoa, Mondays
and Wednesdays 8pm - 10pm. Men
and women, all ages welcome.
Simon Wilkinson
wilks89@hotmail.com, 282 912 280 /
924 220 173.

Barbershop Chorus
Chorus. Tuesdays
7.30pm. Moncarapacho.
www.bellaacappella.net

afpop - Badminton in Silves.
Thursdays, 8pm to 10pm. 910 108
730 suesharman9@gmail.com, .

SOCIAL

Alvor Bowls Club
Club, Every
Wednesday and Sunday, 10am. 282
490 280 www.alvorlawnbowls.com

Royal British Legion Portugal
(Algarve) the Central Area
Area.
Lunches on the 3 rd Wednesday of
each month at various venues. Non
members welcome. Tel : 926 908
089 colinhearn998@gmail.com.
Royal British Legion Portugal
(Algarve) the Eastern Area
Area.
Lunches on the 1 st Sunday of each
month at various venues. Non
members welcome.
rblportugalsecretary@gmail.com
Chess Club
Club. Eastern Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com
Drawing the Nude
Nude. Olhão Thursday
mornings. jill.stott@gmail.com
Painting for Pleasure Classes,
water colours, oils or acrylics.
Wednesdays Mesquite near São Brás
from 10.30am to 12.30pm, 2.30pm to
4.30pm.. Terry Reed 289845561.
C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s leading
Social Club for expats meets
monthly for dinners/lunches and social
events. info@casasocial.club,
282495475. www.casasocial.club

Martial Arts night in Tavira
On Thursday, 27 June, the Praça
da Republica town square in Tavira
will be the setting for a spectacular
event in the form of the “Martial Arts
and Combat Sports Night 2019”,
starting at 8.30pm. This new initiative,
launched and promoted by Tavira JuJitsu Club, will take the form of around
two hours of demonstrations of a
variety of martial arts, namely: Ju-Jitsu,
Mugairyu Iaido, Shotokan Karate,
Philippino Martial Arts and Capoeira,
as well as the combat sports of Kick
Boxing and traditional boxing.
Taking place in the magical summer
twilight, the event is sure to present an
evening of eye-catching spectacle
and thrilling entertainment. The
intention is to provide the audience,
both local residents and visitors to the
region, with an introduction to the
sheer diversity that distinguishes
Tavira with regard to sports and
leisure activities, and to highlight the
work the clubs and associations
represented do on a daily basis to
promote sport and fitness, especially

among children and young people.
The event organisers, Tavira JuJitsu Club (CJJT) would like once
again to thank the local authorities in
Tavira – particularly the Sports
Division – for their invaluable support
and assistance. CJJT’s warmest
thanks also go out to all the other
clubs and associations that have
devoted time and effort to supporting
this new and ground-breaking
initiative: the Academia Kombate Fácil
de Tavira, Ken Shin Kan Tavira, the
Grupo Muzenza Capoeira de Tavira,
BoxeArte de Tavira and the Núcleo
de Artes Marciais Filipinas de Tavira.
CJJT hopes and believes that the
event will serve to strengthen the ties
of friendship and martial cooperation
that already exist between the
associations involved.
CJJT has previously organised
noteworthy events designed to
promote interest in sports and tourism,
and is currently working to bring
another major event to Tavira in the
near future.

23 June 2019 - afpop Lagos
Carvery: Welcome glass of fizz.
Various starters, the 3 choices of
meats, and several puds afterwards.
Wine, beer or soft drinks are also
included. entertainment by Althea
Browne. €25 per member, €28 for
guests. Time 7pm - 11.30pm. Pat
Allen, afpop Lagos Events Organiser
Tel: 282697548 or email:
lagos@afpop.com

Bert Shubrook, afpop Area Event
Organiser Loulé. Email:
bertshubrook@gmail.com

Walking Football Wednesdays,
9.30am -11.30am. Lagos. 50+.
brian.efoster@yahoo.co.uk
Walking football Tuesdays and
Thursdays 9.30am. Vilamoura.
info@browns-club.com or
289322740.
Valverde Lawn Bowls Club Every weekday from 10am, Almancil.
Jen 282 332 628 or 937 264 287.
Algarve Hash House Harriers
meet weekly. 289 413 854 or 918
806 044. www.algarvehhh.org

WORKSHOPS & COURSES
Latin American and Ballroom
Dancing
Dancing. Tues. 10am - 1pm Alvor.
Wed 7pm - 8.30pm Carvoeiro.
Caroline 961 916 821,
strictlydancingcarvoeiro@hotmail.com
Scottish Country Dancing Mondays 7.30pm to 9.30pm, Lagoa.
Mardie Cunningham, 282356029/
964 278432
email: rosevale45@gmail.com

BRIDGE
DUPLICATE BRIDGE
Wednesday & Friday afternoons
at Vale d’El Rei Hotel.
Please contact
911 561 224 or 282 358 885.
Marina Club Suite Hotel Lagos
Lagos.
Tuesdays & Fridays 1.15pm.
963 977 642
Olhos de Água
Água. Tuesdays 1.45pm.
Mary Moore 289 416 199.
Lagoa. Thursdays 1.45pm. 282 352
022 / 969 174 130.
Vale d´el Rei
Rei. Beginners 968 457 888.
Carvoeiro. Mondays & Thursdays
1.45pm for 2pm. 282 357 953 or
282 357 657.
Frank’s Bridge. Thursday’s 2.30pm
duplicate bridge, Hotel Quinta
Jacintina, Vale do Lobo. Frank
Spelbos 937 802 110,
spelbos@sapo.pt
Amigos do Museu Bridge.
Friday’s 2pm duplicate bridge, Museu
do Trajo at São Brás de Alportel.
Frank Spelbos 937 802 110,
spelbos@sapo.pt

afpop Events
19 June 2019 - afpop Silves/
Cookery
Carvoeiro
Demonstration: Of a traditional
Portuguese meal, Portuguese starter,
Feijoada and a dessert . Drinks are
extra. The places are limited to 12
people with an award winning Chef. At
the end you get to eat the meal you
have seen prepared. Between 11am
and 3pm in Parchal. Please can you
let us know as soon as possible if you
would be interested in taking part at a
cost of €32 a head. If this date is over
subscribed we will arrange another
date as well. Heather and Les. Tel:
966 677 295 or email:
silves@afpop.com
21 June 2019 - afpop EA
Longest day Lunch: Barbacoa
Restaurant, Almancil at 12.30pm.
€28 members; €30 non-members.
Linda Cree,afpop Eastern Algarve
Events Organiser. Tel: (+351) 289
798374 or email:
eastalgarve@afpop.com

26 June 2019 - afpop Silves/
Carvoeiro lunch at Restaurant
João de Deus Messines: Lunch
at 12.30pm for 1pm. €16 Members €18
non-Members. Starter, main, dessert,
Coffee, Wine Water or two Draught
Beers or two soft drinks per person
included. First two course meal
choices with bookings to: Heather
and Les, afpop Area Event
Organisers Silves/Carvoeiro, Tel: 966
677 295 or email silves@afpop.com
27 June 2019 - afpop Loulé
Lunch at Rest. Sol e Serra near
Querença: 12.30pm for 1pm. Price
18 euros per person. All bookings via

ONGOING
ONGOING:: afpop East
Algarve monthly Coffee and
Chat Morning at Pedras da
Rainha Club House. just
outside Tavira: 26 June, 10.30am
to 12.30pm. Always the last
Wednesday each month organised by
afpop EA members. It doesn’t matter
if you don’t know anyone, everyone is
very friendly and there will always be
someone to welcome you and
introduce you to others. If you are
interested contact: Sherry: 916 913
612 / email:
slosantaclara@gmail.com

Health
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How to avoid pre-eclampsia
Obstetrician Dr Pat O’Brien discusses how pregnant women
can take steps to avoid developing the potentially
dangerous condition pre-eclampsia.

Around one in six women who’ve had pre-eclampsia will get it again in a future
pregnancy
pregnancy.. (Photo: iStock/PA)

Q

I had preeclampsia in my
first pregnancy,
and I’ve just
found out I’m
pregnant again. What can
I do to reduce the risk of
getting it during this

pregnancy?
A. Speaking after a large
study found eating a diet
rich in vegetables and fish
is associated with a lower
risk of a pregnant woman
developing high blood
pressure and pre-

eclampsia, consultant
obstetrician Dr Pat O’Brien,
spokesperson for the Royal
College of Obstetricians
and Gynaecologists
(RCOG), says:
“Pre-eclampsia occurs
when the placenta

doesn’t work properly. It
usually occurs after 20
weeks of pregnancy and
is a combination of raised
blood pressure and
protein in urine; blood
tests may show the liver,
kidneys and clotting
systems are affected too.
Although it’s usually mild,
easily managed and has
very little effect on
pregnancy, it can
sometimes develop into a
more serious illness
which can be lifethreatening for both the
mother and baby.
“Around one in six women
who’ve had preeclampsia will get it again
in a future pregnancy. A
woman should be given
information about her
individual risk of
developing preeclampsia in a future
pregnancy and about any
additional care she may
need. She should take
low dose aspirin (75mg or
100mg a day), starting
before 15 weeks of

pregnancy. This will
significantly reduce her
chances of developing
pre-eclampsia again.
“A woman has a higher risk
of developing preeclampsia if her blood
pressure was high before
pregnancy, her blood
pressure was high in a
previous pregnancy and/or
she had a medical problem
or a condition that affects
the immune system. If a
woman has any of these
risk factors, she will be
advised by her doctor to
take low-dose aspirin.
“The importance of other
factors is less clear, but a
woman is more likely to
develop pre-eclampsia if
it’s her first pregnancy, her
last pregnancy was more
than 10 years ago, she’s
very overweight, her
mother or sister had preeclampsia during
pregnancy and/or she’s
carrying more than one
baby. If she has more than
one of these risk factors,
she may also be advised

to take low-dose aspirin.
“More recently, it’s been
shown that early in
pregnancy a combination
of a blood test, ultrasound
scan and factors in a
woman’s history can
predict her risk of
developing pre-eclampsia
later in pregnancy. If a
woman is at increased
risk, she should take lowdose aspirin.
“High blood pressure and
pre-eclampsia can result
in harmful complications
for mother and baby. The
latest study findings are
encouraging as it shows
there are additional steps
a woman can take to
reduce her risk of these
conditions by eating
healthily. It’s also vital that
women and their partners
are encouraged to
manage their weight and
to have a healthy diet
ideally before conception,
to ensure the healthiest
possible pregnancy and
best start to their child’s
PA/TPN
life.”
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Train like a Viking

The idea is to focus on fatiguing the fast-twitch muscle fibres that are explosive, strong
and powerful, creating a full-body workout that’s toning, strengthening and incredibly
challenging. (Photo: PA Photo/iStock)

N

ext up? We’ll all
be turning to
Iceland, to help
whittle our
bodies into strong, lean
machines, with a buzzy
training plan called The
Viking Method.
It’s all outlined in a new
book of the same name, by
personal trainer Svava
Sigbertsdottir, aka ‘Head
Viking’.
Icelandic native
Sigbertsdottir takes
inspiration from her home
nation, drawing on the
tough mental and physical
strength of vikings to create
a Nordic fitness and diet
plan that’s guaranteed to
have you wincing with
effort. As well as whipping
mere mortals into shape,
her clients include
enviably-built celebrities
like Nicole Scherzinger,
Suki Waterhouse and
Amanda Holden.
It’s not surprising we’ve
directed our fitness

attention to the island
nation, when you consider
that the Nordics are known
as some of the strongest
people in the world Icelandic men have won
the World’s Strongest Man
competition more than any
other nation, and you only
have to conjure up images
of vikings, with their
rippling muscles and
rugged beards, to get the
picture.
The slightly torturous
Viking Method is all about
functional training. It relies
on repping through
challenging movements,
like burpees, squats,
walking planks and bunny
hops - exercises that don’t
rely on expensive
equipment and can be
done from practically
anywhere.
The idea is to focus on
fatiguing the fast-twitch
muscle fibres that are
explosive, strong and
powerful, creating a full-

body workout that’s toning,
strengthening and
incredibly challenging.
Vikings train five times per
week, and each workout
takes around 40 minutes including warm-up, cooldown and stretching.
The first thing to know
about Sigbertsdottir is that
she’s a straight-talking, nononsense coach, who
won’t take any excuses.
“I started my method a few
years ago, because I
wanted to have a three-fold
plan that would incorporate
everything - the best
exercises for your body,
eating good fuel, and
having the right mental
attitude for fitness,” she
explains.
Sigbertsdottir believes it’s
apathy and excuses that
hold most of us back. “I’ve
worked with so many
people and I’ve found that
it’s not that they don’t know
what exercises to do, or
what food to eat and not to

eat, it’s more the mental
side of things that they
struggle with,” she says.
“The Viking mentality is all
about taking
responsibility for your life.
You put yourself in the
driver’s seat - anything
that’s happened up to this
point is because of your
actions.
“It’s about taking stock and
accepting that you’re the
reason why you haven’t
exercised. It’s not because
you don’t have time or it’s
somebody else’s fault - it’s
all on you, which means you
also have the opportunity to
change it. The method is
also about having a bit of
stamina when it comes to
exercise too - so not giving
up straight away because
you failed the first time.”
In this way, the Viking
Method is as much about
harnessing the right state of
mind, as being a physical
challenge. “Nothing is
easy,” writes Sigbertsdottir
in her book. “If the last few
reps or the last few seconds
are not a complete struggle,
you’re not working hard
enough and you won’t see
any change.”
Although you don’t count
calories like other plans, the
Viking Method asks its
participants to eat to fuel
their training - making sure
to get a careful balance of
macro and micronutrients.
All of the recipes are
inspired by Sigbertsdottir’s
upbringing in Iceland, with
dishes like Icelandic stew
and Bifrost veg and rice.
Another key rule? Don’t
weigh yourself. “Being
obsessed with how much
you weigh is a waste of your

Health
Health
& Beauty
If you’ve kept your finger on the pulse over the last few years, you’ll know that all of the hottest
lifestyle trends tend to somehow originate in Scandinavia - from hygge and lagom to pantsdrunk
(that’s having a drink at home in your underwear!).
energy and says nothing
about your progression,”
says Sigbertsdottir. “Throw
out the scales.”
Vikings are all about
performance - teaching you
to be tough enough to take
on any physical challenge,
whether that’s exercising
outdoors when it’s drizzling
with rain, or pushing
through that last round of
reps. The toned body that
many of us strive for is just a
byproduct of the physical
gains.
“I get messages from girls
who want to tone, lose
weight, and look good, and
they think, ‘Is this just a
strength method?’. The
answer is that it’s both. You
focus on the strength and
performance and the other
results follow,” says
Sigbertsdottir.
It’s for this exact reason that
she doesn’t do ‘before and
after’ pictures. “It’s so easy
to get upset with the ‘after’
picture, even if it’s good,”
she says. “You’re initially
happy when you look at it,
but after 10 minutes, you
scan it for flaws and then
you get unhappy again
because you still see bits
that you don’t like.
“It’s a slippery slope to
constantly think about what
your body looks like.
Instead, I teach my clients
to have goals like, ‘I’m
going to be able to do 10
press-ups in a row’, and
then it’s much less
subjective - there’s no
opinion in it.
“I often get asked how often
you should train to look like
Nicole Scherzigner,” she
adds with a laugh. “I tell
people: ‘Well, no matter how

hard I train, I’ll never be able
to look like her, because
she’s born with the smallest
waist I’ve ever seen’.
“I have a straight waist and
no matter what I do - unless
I get massive bum implants
or take some ribs out - I’m
never going to have the
same body. So if I base my
body confidence on
looking like somebody
else, I’m going to be
unhappy.”
The Viking Method by
Svava Sigbertsdottir is
published by Penguin Life.
PA/TPN

The toned
body that
many of us
strive for is
just a
byproduct of
the physical
gains. (Photo:
PA Photo/
ISTock)

Fi-Line Fashions
Chosen with the Algarve’s climate in mind, the rails
at Fi-Line Fashions are packed with garments such
as cotton trousers and cutoffs, mid-season light
jackets and shrugs, all kinds of tops and much more.
Fiona’s motto, “You don’t have to spend a fortune
to look fantastic”, is being expressed directly into
her summer line as the seasonal colours such as
blues, corals and pinks, greens and reds, coupled
with comfortable textures of stretch cottons, linens
and jersey will leave anybody looking elegant and
sophisticated at very reasonable prices.
All clothes are handpicked from several European
designers by Fiona to accommodate women of all
sizes and shapes, as sizes range from UK 10 to 22.
Garments are sourced from renowned designers in
Germany, Denmark and the UK such as Brandtex,
Lebek, and Alice Collins offering high quality as
well as affordability.
“New for this year are brands Pomodoro and
Brakeburn,” says Fiona, who also stocks a range
of accessories and provides a free alteration service
for garments bought in her shop.
Also new for this season is a small range of cotton
menswear from Brakeburn, to help keep the men
in your life cool for summer.
So, if you want to look fabulous without digging
too deep into your pockets, Fi-Line Fashions will
definitely please you.
The shop is in Armação de Pêra, on the main
Avenida and is open Monday – Friday, 10am until

Liven up your summer wardrobe
with the new lines of vibrant
colours from Fi-Line Fashions.

1pm and 3pm until 6pm, and Saturdays 10am until
1pm. The shop is also open on public holidays.
For more information, call: (+351) 914 538 888,
or email: filine@sapo.pt.
Don´t forget you can see us at The International
Algarve Fair on Stand 42, we look forward to seeing
you there!
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Food & Drink

Fascinating food of the Moors
Chef and restaurateur Ben Tish might have grown up in fish and chip shop-strewn Skegness, but his ultimate passion is the food of the Med.

Sicilian Olive Bread
(Photo: PA Photo/Kris Kirkham)

H

e’s travelled to
the region every
year for more
than a decade,
spending lots of time
particularly in Sicily,
Andalucia and on the
Amalfi Coast - and his
latest cookbook Moorish,
as the title doubly
suggests, focuses on the
region and its culinary
legacy of the Moors,
which people still can’t

get enough of.
The Moors were Muslims
of North African descent,
who invaded Spain and
occupied the Iberian
Peninsula during the
Middle Ages. “They had a
pretty good run of it, it was
fairly short-lived [around
200 years],” says Tish of
their attempts to conquer
the world, “but it’s still
being felt now.”
He is entranced by the

advancements and
innovations the Moors
brought with them, from
their scientific
developments (like
distillation processes,
even though they didn’t
drink alcohol for religious
reasons), to their planting
habits (as they invaded,
they planted citrus trees
as they went, both for the
fruit, and the scent - hence
Seville’s famous orange
trees).
Their presence, says Tish,
44, can be found in
architecture (“In some
parts of Sicily and
Andalucia you could be in
Morocco”) and through
certain dishes; from
nutrient-rich cold soups,
granita, aubergines and
spices, to the area’s
penchant for sweet and
mouth-puckering
sourness. Even Ibizan
biscuits and cakes
(“There’s not just partying
in Ibiza”) owe culinary
debts to the Moors.
Cooking techniques, like
deep-frying and grilling
over wood and charcoal,
were also introduced
largely by the Moors. “As a
chef, I find that
fascinating; as a food
person, I find that
fascinating,” says Tish.
“You’ll get very typical nonMuslim ingredient like
pork for example, but
rubbing shoulders with
cumin and cardamom,
and that’s just a natural
way of cooking - it’s not a
fusion, it’s just how the
food’s morphed over the
centuries.”

Their legacy is as lively as
ever, and intact, down
largely to the fact that “the
places I’m talking about,
Andalucia, Seville,
Malaga, they haven’t
changed and they’re not
going to”, says the
restaurateur with
affection. “There are
probably a few more cars but that’s it.”
He feels that, although the
dishes he makes are his
“take” on a cuisine, he has
fully adopted the food and
sensibility around
produce and seasonality
of people in southern Italy
and Spain.
Sicilian Olive bread
“The dough will naturally
take on the flavour of the
olive oil used to deep-fry,
so be sure to go with a
favourite variety.”
(Serves 6)
For the dough:
240ml lukewarm water
50ml red wine
1tbsp extra virgin olive oil
1tbsp runny honey
1x7g sachet dried yeast
granules
425g strong white flour,
sifted, plus extra for

dusting
Grated zest of 1 unwaxed
lemon
1/2tsp fine salt
Olive oil for frying
For the filling:
1 bulb of fennel, cored
and finely sliced
75g sun-dried tomatoes
packed in oil, drained and
roughly chopped
1 red onion, finely sliced
1 fresh red chilli, finely
sliced
18 salted anchovies
100g pecorino or
caciocavallo, grated
1tbsp picked thyme
leaves
Sea salt and black pepper
First make the bread
dough. Put the water,
wine, oil and honey in a
large mixing bowl. Add
the yeast and stir well.
Leave to activate and
become foamy. Now add
a third of the flour, the
lemon zest and salt and
whisk in to make a
smooth batter. Mix in the
remaining flour to make a
manageable dough.
Transfer the dough to a
floured surface and knead
for a few minutes or until
you have a firm, smooth

dough. Shape into a ball,
place in a bowl and cover
with a cloth. Leave to rise
in a warm spot for 45
minutes or until doubled
in size.
Cut the dough into six
equal portions. Roll out
each piece into a rough
circle. Leave to rest for 15
minutes before cooking.
Heat enough olive oil for
shallow frying in a deep
pan to 170°C. In batches,
carefully lower the breads
into the hot oil using a
metal spatula or spider
and fry for five to six
minutes or until golden
brown on both sides.
Remove and drain on
kitchen paper. Keep
warm.
To make the filling, heat a
saute pan over a medium
heat and add a glug of
olive oil. Add the fennel
and season, then cook for
three minutes or until
softened and browned.
Add the tomatoes, onion
and chilli, stir and cook for
a further three minutes.
Transfer to a bowl.
Preheat the grill. Divide
the fennel and tomato mix
among the flatbreads,

i
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Fourteen years and still
growing!
From very small beginnings, the International Algarve Fair has grown into the
largest and best attended event for the expatriate community in Portugal.
The fair is aimed at providing a great day out for all the family along with the
opportunity to meet leading companies and services ‘face to face’ and to see
what’s new on the market. The Fairs slogan is ‘It
‘It’’ s where all the Algarve
meets’ and that seems to be a great description of this annual event.
Please turn to next page

General View of the Fair

ii

IT’S WHERE ALL THE ALGARVE MEETS
continued
from
previous page
This year, there are over
120 companies looking
forward to meeting you and
answering your questions.
Exhibitors range from the
British Consulate who can
answer your Brexit queries
(as far as that’s possible) to
real estate companies,
pool covers, satellite TV
even artificial grass and
website designers.
If you are health conscious, there will be medical services, dentists, spa
and massage, make up, in
fact, you name it, and
somebody will be there to
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help.
That’s the fun of the International Algarve Fair, there
is so much to discover and
enjoy. Check out the wide
variety of stand holders in
this supplement on pages
ix - xi. You will be amazed
by the numerous array of
companies and services
who would love to meet you
and answer your questions.

Entertainment
Whatever your age
group, we want your visit to
the fair to be really enjoyable, and for this reason,
there is an entertainment
area with many restaurants
and stage shows. On the

stage there are performances from old favourites
such as the Two Diva’z,
who sing a brilliant ABBA
tribute, plus other hits from
the 70’s and 80’s. They are
not to be missed, Sunday
12.30. Watch out for the
Guinness Brothers, as you
can guess from their name,
they are Irish and we hear
they have a superb repertoire and are great fun.
Look on the special pages
‘Let us entertain you’ in this
supplement for more details on what you can expect on the stage. Also
expect other performers to
Please turn to back
page

Arts & Crafts Stands
Algarve Cards
Ana Natural
Henna By Antara
Bio Soaps
Descobrirtempos
Dalva Star
Tof Style / Energetix
Cilarte & Ideias
Pinipons
HD Fashion Jewellery
Crafy Artesans Portugal
Nani Ventura / Peter Giacomini

Gift Cards, Jewellery
Crystals And Natural Health Products
Body Art, Hand Crafts
Soaps - natural Products
Merchandising Historical Culture
Arts & Crafts - Bags, Hats...
Magnetic Jewellery and Wellness
Handcraft
Handmade items for babies and children
Cork Jewellery
Arts & Crafts
Hand-made Chocolates & New Book

AC01/02
AC03
AC05
AC06
AC07
AC08
041
DS
029
029
034-036
022

Fus„o de Cores by Pinipons

Childrenís Accessories & Party Organisation

AC09

Aryal / Gagu

Yoga Assoc. / Hand-made soaps

AC09
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IT’S WHERE ALL THE ALGARVE MEETS

Facia Name
A Rocha
Acam - Associação Caminhos Do Meio
Alex Boto Art
Algarve Care Services
Algarve Computer Centre / TCN
Algarve Hidden Gems
All Saints Anglican Church
Allgarve Reptiles & Raptors
APAV-Portuguese Ass.
Aqua Pura Pool Covers
Associação Safe Communities Portugal
Avalon Europe
Balance- Centro Pedagógico
Blacktower Financial Management
British Vice Consulate
Buy It Right Portugal
Caipirinhas Brazilian
Casa Textêis
CC Homes Algarve
Chilli Boy Piri Piri
Clube Veiculos Clássicos do Barlavento
Easy Go Electric Bikes
Ecogrowing
Empire Algarve
Energetix / Tof Style
Eupheus International School
Faust- The Language School
Fi-line Fashions
Florentinta
G.B. In Port
Galé Piscinas
Good Life Spas
Growmart / Royal Thai
Hidropura

Type Of Business
Stand Nº
Bird Field Study Centre
030
Non Profitable Association
011
Art
069
Care at home for elderly & disabled
064
Computer Repairs / Web Development 016
Holiday Rentals/Photography
003
Church
013
Reptiles
061b
Victim Support
020
Pool Covers
002
Safe Communities
049
Pre-paid Funeral Plans
067
Education And Training
004
Financial Services
054
Embassy / Consulate
048
Real Estate
072
Drinks
100
Retail Shops, Beds, Linen,
Towels, Soft Furnishings
095/096
Real Estate
050
Spicy Condiments
065
Classic Cars
103
Leisure
097
Biological Organic Agriculture
026
Holiday Rentals
025
Magnetic Jewellery / Ladies’ Fashion
041
International School 3-11 Years
047
Language School
024
Ladies Fashions
042
Ladies Fashions
037/038
Bureaucracy
012
Pool Shop And Construction
062
Spa, Sauna, Steam-wellness
089
Thai Massage
039
Water Treatment
066

Hospital Veterinário De Portimão
Ibex Insurance
Ice’n’easy Lda
IIMG Ltd
Iryna Strilets

iii

Veterinary Hospital
093
Insurance
007
Frozen Drinks Supplier
044/045
Investment Group
046
Face & Body Treatments, Massages,Waxing,
Make-up, Manicures & Pedicures
015
Jouk´S Studio
Ladies Fashion
057
Kiss FM
Radio Station
094
Kym. Handicraft
Arts & Crafts
098
Lazer Telecom
Telecommunications
021
Leather Restoration
Leather Restoration
001
Luzdoc / Medilagos
Health And Wellbeing
051/052
M2M Blinds
Home Improvements
060/061
Madrugada
Charity (Palliative Care)
055/056
Mãos Verdes
Artificial Grass
006
Natural Yoki Flow
Therapies
009
Personal Spa Masseur
Massage Therapy Services At Home,
Hotels,Clinics And Offices.
102
Phaze Photography
Professional Photographers
003
Pozzetti Gelato Artigianale
Ice Creams
099
PPS Wall Coating
Protective Wall, Roof & Patio Coating 059
Pro Travel Agent
Travel Agency Services
023
Rainbow Portimão
Vacuum Cleaner
019
Remax Grupo Praia
Real Estate
017
Royal Grass
Artificial Grass
090/091
Servesul Real Estate
Real Estate
063
SHS Solar Solutions
Renewable Energy
058
Simply Screens Lda
Mosquito Screens
070
Skydive Algarve
Skydive
032
Smile Up
Dentist
008
Solar Algarve
Solar Energy, Heat Pumps
092
Solartec & UKool
Renewable Energy And Air Conditioning071
SOS Uk TV
UK Television
040
Steel Works 73
All Steel Works And Automation
018
Stonework
Renovations
043
Sulcare
Mobility Aids
033
Timbercabins
Construction
005
Tintinter
Art (Canvas And Trays/Jewellery,
Boxes Etc), Furniture Upcycling.
031
Vale D´Oliveiras
Hotel-spa-health Club
053
Zig Zag Face Painting & Glitter Tattoos Face Painting & Glitter Tattoos
101

iv
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Algarve Dog Show – there really is
something for everyone
Even if you’re not a dog owner, there is still lots to see at this year’s
Algarve Dog Show at the International Algarve Fair. It’s not just serious
classes (and there are these as well), it’s the fun classes such as the
waggiest tail or owner lookalike.

N

ow in its 10th year,
the Algarve Dog
Show, organised
by ‘Paws 4 Pets’
goes from strength to
strength. The key to its
success is the combination
of the more serious classes
for both pedigree and
mixed breeds, but also the
fun classes that anyone
can join in. There are also

training demonstrations
which always attract serious dog owners who want
to train their dogs to a
higher obedience level.
But what about your pet?
Well if you think your pet
looks surprisingly like you
(or perhaps that’s what
friends have told you), the
‘Dog and Owners
Lookalike’ classes are on

both days. Or how about if
your dog is also always
willing to ‘shake hands’,
then enter the ‘Give Me the
Paw’ class. If your dog is
obedient, then ‘The Big Sit’
is not to be missed. Of
course there is always the
‘Doggy with the Best Eyes’
class, have a look at your
pet’s eyes and see if they
are brilliant enough to

Digby, with owner Ken, ‘Best in Show’ on Saturday last year

The Dog Show Layout
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Scar, with owner Gonçalo, who won the Best in Show last
year.

enter this class. If your pet
can do impressive tricks,
look out for ‘Dog With the X
Factor’.
What about if you don’t
have a pet dog? Then this
is your big opportunity,
there is an ‘Adopt a Dog
Parade’ on both days, your
new pet might be there
waiting for you. What an
opportunity to meet your
new best friend.
The Algarve Dog Show is
on both days, starting at
11.30am and ending with
‘Best in Show’ at 5pm. You
will need to register your
dog if you are entering any
of the classes, but you can
do that at the show.

The dog show gets underway.

Algarve Dog Show Stands
Awesome-dogs.com

Dog Training + Pet Grooming

DS

Cilarte & Ideias

Handcraft

DS

Give Me The Paw - Dog Training

Dog Training

Paws 4 Pets

Pet Shop

DS01

Vet Parchal

Vet

DS02

Cork4pets

Cork Clothes For Pets

DS03

Coração100dono

Charity

DS04

Mayday

Charity

DS05

Neutering Ninjas

Charity

DS06

Friends Lagos Canil

Volunteer Group

DS08

Friends Canil Portimão

Dog + Cats Rehoming

DS09

Pravi - Albufeira

Charity Association

DS10

Centro Veterinário de Ferragudo

Vet

DS11

Cadela Carlota & Companhia

Charity Organisation

Pet´S Glamour/Cris Pet Factory

Grooming Salon/ Boutique For Pets

Cooka’s

Portugal

DS

Cookies

Paws & Claws Clinicavet

DS12
DS13/14

Pet Food/Treats

DS15

Vet

DS18

v
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Arts & Crafts

IT’S WHERE ALL THE ALGARVE MEETS

Stand AC01/02

Food & Drink

ix

Health & Beauty

Alan Sheppard
Algarve Cards will be selling the
latest Greeting Cards, Portugal
Teddy Bear, new Algarve Bear
and Algarve Jewels fashion
Education
jewellery at unbeatable prices !

Home
Improvements

Fashion
& Accessories

All these companies are waiting to meet you!
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Home
Improvements

Pools & Gardens

Pets

Recreation

Pets

All these companies are waiting to meet you!
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Property

Food & Drink at
the Fair
Services

All these companies are waiting to meet you!

xii

IT’S WHERE ALL THE ALGARVE MEETS
stand is in the centre of the
fair, they mix a superb
cocktail. You can find anything from a snack to a full
meal, variety is the byword. Just sit back with a
cold drink and your favourite food and enjoy the entertainment on the stage
and in the stage area. We
don’t want you to be hungry
or thirsty!

Just for the kids
We can’t forget families,
and whatever the age of
your children, we have
plans for them to enjoy the
fair as well. Jugglers,
clowns, face painting,
bouncy castles, and that’s
all before they discover the
dog show.
Apart from the more
serious classes, there are
classes such as the best
pet and owner lookalike,
Give me the Paw, doggy
with the best eyes, even the
waggiest tail. Young handlers will have their own
chance as well, with special classes for under 16year olds. If you are looking
for a new pet, each day
there is an Adopt-a-Pet
parade, and the show is
topped off with voting for
the dog who wins the title
“Best in Show”.
In the Algarve Dog Show
area you will find vets,
grooming services, pet
food even dog clothes
made of cork. You can
enter your own dog, just
look at the classes available, there is sure to be a
class you can enter your
dog into. You might even
win.

Location, parking
and entry

/from page ii
pop up all around the fair,
no schedule, just keep an
eye out. They can appear
anywhere.
The Lagoa firemen are
always special guests at
the fair each year, they let
the kids try putting out a fire
and younger children often
get a chance to sit in the
cab of the fire engine. Just
watch the faces of the
small children who are
hauled up into this important space, pure joy. The
Bombeiros are our local
heros, so be sure to stop
and meet them and even
contribute funds to their
voluntary work. Remember

the fires in Monchique last
year? These are the people who fought the flames
day and night.

Restaurants and
bars
The restaurants surround the stage so you can
enjoy anything from Fish
and Chips to Brazilian
specialities, Mexican
street food, Indian dishes,
Pizzas even cakes and
Crepes on a stick. If you
enjoy a cold beer, be sure
to visit the micro brewer
stand where you can enjoy
craft beers. Just sit back
and enjoy the food and
entertainment. In addition,
the ever popular Caipirinha

The FATACIL
Showground is in Lagoa
on the main N125 road at
the East end of Lagoa.
There is plenty of street
parking all around or if you
enter the showground from
the second entrance (a
couple of hundred metres
past the main fair entry),
you can park within the
FATACIL grounds. The fair
opens on both days at
10am, an hour earlier than
in the past, and closes
early evening. Entry is 3.50
Euros, children under 12
years old are free entry.
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Face painting and more
Face painting isn’t just
popular with the the kids,
as you walk around the fair
you will see people of all
ages, not just with painted
faces, but body art as well.
Launched two years ago by
Lara Costa of LARA Beauty
& Therapy, they are a fair
regular, sister companies
“Zig Zag” and “Glitter Bar Algarve” on Stand 101.
They will ‘decorate’ you on
their stand, or if you prefer
Zig Zag provides Face and
Body Art Painting for a kids
birthday parties, weddings,
corporate event, a mum-tobe Belly Painting or Hens
wanting to be Mermaids,
they will bring some extra
fun and amusement to your
day!. Or book a Sparkle
Pamper Party where they
make their own beauty
products or “Neon Party”
where the designs can
“glow in the dark! Remember “Graffiti Arms” at last
year’s fair? This year there
is Crazy Graffiti Hair!. Or
get a Glitter Tattoo? Lara is
the Queen of these beautiful glittery multi-colored
designs that stay on for
days even when swimming!.
Glitter Bar Algarve, is a
sophisticated fully fledged

glitter service for hire with
an Artist for your business
or private event. It includes
metallic tattoos, jewelled
pieces and festival glitter
for your face, body, hair,
nails and even beards!
Yes! The men definitely
enjoy joining in!. Little
ones aren’t forgotten, you
can hire the Princess bar
and what little girl doesn’t
love glitter! Drop by stand

101 and see for yourself, or
just get ‘painted’ there and
then.
“Have a chat with them,
they will endeavor to cater
to any theme according to
client wishes and can arrange a tattoo with your
logo” Lara says “we have
already covered a sophisticated Golf Day Party and a
Glitter Ball on New Year’s
Eve!

Food & Drink

Ansalucian Pork Ribs.
(Photo: PA Photo/Kris Kirkham)

spreading it over the top,
followed by the anchovies
and then the cheese.
Place under the grill and
cook for three minutes or
until the cheese is melted
and golden brown.
Sprinkle with thyme and
serve.
Andalucian pork ribs
“This is one of my
favourite summer dishes
for when I’m cooking over
fire. The ribs are equally
as good straight from a
hot griddle. Serve with
some chips cooked in
olive oil.”
(Serves 4)
1.2kg pork ribs (ideally cut
from the belly of a wellreared heritage pig)

150g sea salt
1/2 bulb of garlic,
separated into cloves
A few sprigs of thyme
4 bay leaves
3 star anise
2 cloves
170g membrillo (quince
paste)
25g coriander seeds
10g hot smoked paprika
50g flaked almonds,
lightly toasted
A small handful of
coriander, leaves picked
Method:
1. Rinse the ribs under
cold running water, then
cut into three to four rib
pieces. Place on a tray
and sprinkle with the sea.
Ensure the ribs are
completely covered.

Leave in the fridge for one
hour.
2. Remove the ribs from
the tray and rinse under
cold running water to
remove the salt.
3. Preheat the oven to
120°C/100°C fan/Gas
Mark 1/2. Lay the ribs in a
deep ovenproof tray or tin
and pour over cold water
to cover. Add the garlic,
thyme, bay leaves, star
anise and cloves. Cover
with foil. Place the tray in
the oven and cook for two
to two-and-a-half hours,
or until the rib meat is very
tender but not falling from
the bone. The low
temperature should be
monitored to ensure the
ribs do not cook too
quickly - check two or
three times during
cooking and skim off any
scum that has risen to the
surface.
4. Meanwhile, put the
quince paste, coriander
seeds, smoked paprika
and 100ml of water in a
saucepan and melt slowly
over a low heat to make a
thick glaze. Set aside.
5. When the ribs are
cooked, remove them
from the oven and leave to
cool down in the cooking
liquor. Once cool, drain
the ribs well (reserve the
cooking liquor for another
use, such as in a sauce or
soup) and place them on
a tray. Pour over most of
the quince glaze (reserve
some for basting later)
and toss through the ribs
to coat them.
6. When you are ready to
serve, you can either
finish the ribs on the
barbecue, over hot coals,
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or on a hot ridged grill
pan. Barbecue or grill the
ribs for three to four
minutes on each side or
until they are evenly
caramelised and hot.
Baste with the remaining
quince glaze as you go.
Season with sea salt,
sprinkle over the toasted
flaked almonds and
coriander, and serve.
Blood orange and
saffron jelly
“The colours of the blood
orange rainbow are an
intoxicating swirl of
yellow, orange, pink,
purple and red, offering
the willing participant a
gastronomic, psychedelic
freak-out.”
Ingredients:
(Serves 6-8)
For the jelly:
700ml blood orange juice
(from 9-10 oranges)
175g caster sugar
1/2tsp saffron threads
7 small sheets/leaves of
gelatine (14g in total)
For the granita:
220g caster sugar
500ml blood orange juice
(from 7-8 oranges)
Method:
1. For the jelly, pour the
orange juice into a
saucepan and add the
sugar and saffron threads.
Place over a medium
heat, whisking to dissolve
the sugar. Meanwhile,
soak the gelatine in cold
water to soften it. Drain
the gelatine and squeeze
out excess water, then
whisk into the hot juice
until completely melted.
2. Strain the mix through a
sieve and pour into
individual glasses or a

Blood Orange and Saffron Jelly.
(Photo: PA Photo/Kris Kirkham)

large serving bowl. Cover
and place in the fridge.
Leave to set for about four
hours.
3. For the granita, put the
sugar and 300ml of water
into a saucepan. Bring to
the boil, stirring to
dissolve the sugar, then
boil over a high heat to
create a sugar syrup.
Whisk in the blood orange
juice. Pour the mix into a
bowl and set aside to cool
down.
4. Once cold, pour the
syrup into a freezerproof
container and freeze,
every hour scraping
through with a fork until
the syrup is completely
frozen and resembles
snow.

5. Serve the jelly
alongside the granita for
an incredibly fresh and
light finish to a dinner.

Moorish: Vibrant Recipes
From The Mediterranean
by Ben Tish is available
now.
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Gardening

Protecting your
potatoes
Potatoes are always a hit in a vegetable garden
but what do you do when pests and disease
strike your crop?

hile starting off
seed potatoes
by ‘chitting’
them - to
encourage shoots to
appear before they go into
the ground - seems like
child’s play for many,
keeping them going may
prove hard for some when
diseases and pests attack.
So, what are the main
enemies of the potato, and
how can we deal with
them?

collapse, and the tubers
will rot.
What you can do... Once
the disease has taken hold,
there’s not a lot you can do
unfortunately. You may be
able to save crops later on
in the season by removing
all the top growth as soon
as the blight is spotted, but
check your tubers when
you store them, as affected
potatoes won’t store. Don’t
leave blighted tubers in the
ground either. They will all
need digging up, otherwise
the spores will likely
spread again, affecting
subsequent crops.
How you can prevent it...
Earthing up may help
protect tubers, along with
practising crop rotation don’t grow potatoes on the
same piece of land more
than once every four years.
Try growing early potatoes,
which are usually ready for
harvesting before blight
invades. And go for blightresistant types like the
‘Sarpo’ range.

Potato blight
This is among the most
common and devastating
diseases affecting
potatoes, which can kill
them virtually overnight.
The disease starts with
brown patches on the
leaves from June,
especially in warm, damp
weather, then the stems
turn brown or black and

Potato cyst eelworms
These minuscule wormlike critters, which are
nematodes, attack the
roots of potatoes and
cause the crop to fail. The
first sign, which happens in
mid to late summer, is
when plants that are close
together start dying from
the base upwards.
Reddish brown cysts the

'Sarpo' blight-resistant potatoes. (Photo:Thompson &
Morgan/PA)

W

size of a pinhead can be
seen on the roots, and the
leaves will start yellowing.
The early death of the
plants results in a poor
crop of small tubers.
What you can do... Not a lot,
once it has taken hold.
Your best bet is to destroy
the affected crop and don’t
grow potatoes there for at
least six years, as the cyst
eelworms remain alive but
dormant in the soil for a
long time.
How you can prevent it...
Use crop rotation methods
to stop a build-up of cyst
eelworm.
Slugs
The small black keeled
slugs, which live
underground, make holes
in potatoes which are
usually black, leaving the
tubers inedible.
What you can do... Use
beer traps around plants or
apply slug-killing
nematodes to the soil,
which should help deter
them.
How you can prevent it...
Plant early varieties, which
may be less affected, and
lift main crops early to
minimise damage. The
RHS recommends using
slug-resistant varieties
including ‘Charlotte’,
‘Estima’, ‘Golden Wonder’,
‘Kestrel’, ‘Pentland Dell’
and ‘Pentland Ivory.
PA/TPN

Interiors
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Top tips for repainting a room

U

nfortunately, what
painting lacks in difficulty,
it makes up for in risk.
So, if you need or want to
repair your paintwork, renovate a
property, or just refresh your rooms
with a fresh colour, here’s
everything you need to consider:
Consider your colour
Brighter colours can be energetic
and invigorating, while more muted
shades are softer, more
atmospheric, and less assertive.
“If you’re nervous about your colour
scheme, start with neutral colours
inspired by nature,” says Marianne
Shillingford, creative director of
Dulux. “Clay, stone, sand and wood
work with each other and every
other colour, so can be the bedrock
of any decorating scheme. Use
bolder colours in smaller amounts
on furniture and skirting boards to
help bring the room to life.”
Deeper shades can be rich and
rewarding, but they do shrink a
room and require a certain amount
of management.”
Mistrust your judgement
“The biggest pitfall,” says Anita
Mullane, colour consultant for
Colourtrend, “is that customers go
into the shop, pick a colour, get it
mixed on the spot, put it on the wall,

and find that it’s completely wrong.
“Lighting is huge,” she adds. “In
store, you might have bright, white
light shining down on it, which
might be completely different to the
light you have at home. Take a
tester pot home, paint an A4 card
(two coats), and then move it
around at different times during the
day. Take it into dark corners and
lighter areas so you can see how
the colour changes.”
The colour may change further in
different rooms - depending on
orientation.
Finally, consider any given room’s
function before you change it. “A
kitchen is a workspace, and
generally you want workspaces to
be brighter,” says Mullane. “The
living room on the other hand,
might be somewhere you retire in
the evening, so perhaps prioritise
something more chilled out. In the
bedroom, deeper colours often
allow you to sleep better.”
Prepare your surfaces
First of all, you’re going to have to do
some cleaning. There’s not much
point redoing your living room if the
paint flakes within a week, so give
your intended surfaces a thorough
dust and wash them down with
sugar soap.
Allow the soap to sit for a few

minutes, then do a wipe-down with
clean water. Sugar soap can irritate
the skin so wear rubber gloves, and
don’t let it drip in your eyes when
cleaning the ceiling.
If there are holes, cracks or
imperfections, now’s the time to
marshal them. Most commercial
fillers will do the trick, and leave
time to dry before moving on. Next
smooth down unwanted
protrusions with medium
sandpaper, and give the whole
surface a once over. The slight
roughness that results helps
improve the paint’s grip.
This process produces fine dust, so
wear a mask. When you’ve
finished, you’ll need to vacuum the
whole room.
Don’t be a mucky pup
Room painting is a messy
business, and you’ll need to paintproof your furnishings from splash
damage. If you can, empty the room
entirely, but if that’s not possible
then create a pile in the middle of
the floor that you can cover with dust
sheets or plastic.
Remove or cover light fittings and
door handles, and use masking
tape to protect the edges of doors,
windows, sockets and skirting
boards. Finally, don’t skimp on the
drop cloth - however dexterous you
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In the pantheon of DIY tasks, painting a wall is
not one of the trickier ones.

Photo: PA Photo/iStock

are, paint will splatter.
Running out of product part way is a
right pain in the paintbox, so
measure the area of your walls to
ensure you buy enough.
The moment of truth
So, you’ve picked your colour (and
tested it rigorously), you’ve cleared
your schedule and your floor space,
prepped your kit and scoured your
surfaces... Can we finally start
painting now, please?
If you’re repainting the ceiling,
always do that first. Begin by ‘cutting
in’ - using a brush to create bands of
paint around obstacles like light
fittings, and along the edge where

ceiling meets wall.
Now the moment you’ve all been
waiting for. Fill your reservoir tray
about a third-full of paint, roll paint
onto the roller and go to town. If
you’re doing more than one coat, let
the first coat dry before applying the
next one, and make sure you’ve
finished the ceiling before turning to
the walls.
Painting walls is much the same, if a
little less tiring. Use a shorterhandled roller that’s easier to
manoeuvre. Clean up, refill the
room, survey your handiwork, and
hope against hope you haven’t
painted over a light switch.
PA/TPN
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Flower power in South Africa

A carpet of wild flowers in the unspoilt wilderness of Namqualand, in the Northern Cape.
(Photo: Gabrielle Fagan/PA Photo)

I

t’s mid-morning and
heat from the sun is
transforming a rugged
South African
landscape into a
spectacular nature show, as
thousands of daises and
flowering succulents open
their petals to form a vast
brilliantly-coloured living
carpet.
This is my first glimpse of the
world-famous wild flowers
of remote Namaqualand,
an area stretching 1,000km
along the West Coast and
into Namibia.
A recognised biodiversity
hotspot in the Northern
Cape (the country’s largest
and least populated
province), a kaleidoscope of
blooms burst from the sand
and granite here each
spring.
Their survival, always an
against-the-odds battle with
the harsh climate in this arid,
semi-desert area, is even
more remarkable now as
the Northern Cape, along

with other parts of this
nation, has been in the grip
of a persistent drought for
four years.
“Our bloom show is always
what we call our annual
miracle. We particularly
appreciate it at the moment,
as it’s continuing despite the
drop in rainfall levels,” says
my guide Malcolm Mostert,
as we gaze at a dazzling
vista of fuschia pink, yellow
and orange flowers in
Goegap Nature Reserve.
It boasts 600 plant species
and 45 mammals,
including savanna
baboons, and is in the heart
of ‘bloom country’ around
15km south-east of
Springbok, the largest town
in Namaqualand.
“Winter rain’s vital to
nourish the seeds of the
plants which lie dormant in
the soil during the dry
months and so, of course,
flower displays are affected
but they’re still so beautiful,”
Mostert explains.

“The plants are sunsensitive so won’t open on
cloudy days, but there’s
nothing to beat that first
sight of them after the sun
has warmed them, and
they’ve lifted their heads to
its rays.”
Mostert takes guests from
his Okiep Country Hotel,
near Springbok, on tours to
discover plant and
abundant wildlife, to meet
descendants of the (San)
Bushmen tribe and
experience homespun
hospitality at Pedroskloof
sheep farm, nestling at the
foot of the nearby
Kamieskroon Mountains.
It’s just a small taste of
what’s on offer in this
wonderful area, with its
majestic backdrop of
towering mountains, hills,
granite outcrops and
seemingly endless blue
skies. Yet plants are
undoubtedly a main draw.
Tourists, including
botanists, ecologists and

avid gardeners, visit
throughout the year,
especially during the
flowering season from July
to mid-September,
because Namaqualand
boasts around 3,500 plant
species, as well as one third
of the world’s succulent
species.
There’s even a dedicated
telephone hotline for ‘bloom
hunters’ giving flower
location hotspots and flower
sighting updates along the
Namaqua Flower Trail.
Species include the
Namaqualand daisy
(dimorphotheca sinuata) as
well as arctotis, asters,
gazanias and
osteospermum, and
flowering succulents such
as cheiridopsis,
carpobrotus and crassula.
Remarkably, in such
unforgiving territory, there
are trees too. Quivers
(kokerboom) with waterstoring leaves and shallow
roots take advantage of
every drop of moisture.
Their name derives from
the ancient practice of
Bushmen using their
tubular branches to craft
quivers for their arrows.
Drawn by the lure of
refreshing sea breezes,
shipwrecks, whale and
dolphin spotting, as well as
pristine beaches, I head
north-west to the Diamond
Coast.
In the 1800s, diamonds
discovered in the Northern
Cape laid the foundation for
South Africa’s economy.
Mining focused on the
seabed so this coast,
previously a restricted area
and still owned by mining
corporations, was for

Strewn with wildflowers and breathtaking fauna,
South Africa’s Northern Cape is a botanist’s dream.
Gabrielle Fagan stops to smell the daisies.
decades left untouched and
unspoilt.
My guide, Rodville Adams,
takes tours between
Koingnaas and Kleinzee
covering coast and country,
and describes it as a place
to “refresh the soul and
bathe in nature”.
The only noise is the
barking of seals - colonies
of Cape fur seals bask on
rocky outlets and squabble
for territory during the
mating season (September
to October) - to the
accompaniment of the
whistling cry of the Cape
long-billed lark and the
crashing Atlantic waves.
There is one sign of man’s
incursion - the metal
skeletons of three wrecks,
The Piratiny, Border and
Arosa, jutting from the sand,
which is littered with shells
and even an occasional
whale bone.
The area is, says Adams,
fast becoming a tranquil
refuge for those seeking to
escape the stresses of
modern life.
“So many people come
here as a way of stepping off
the grid. They want a digital
detox where they connect
only with nature, and camp,
walk, hike, surf, fish and
recharge themselves.
Adrenaline-seekers have
the driving challenge of
taking 4x4s across the sand
dunes.”
While there isn’t the drama
of a Big Five safari, this is
home to ‘The Shy Five’ aardvark (an odd mix
between a rabbit, piglet and
a kangaroo), porcupine,
bat-eared fox, aardwolf (like
a small hyena) and
meerkat, which vanish into

underground burrows in an
instant.
If they prove too elusive,
there are other creatures ostrich, antelope,
springbok, duiker,
hartebeest and
klipspringer, as well as
birds, including falcons and
Verreaux’s eagles - to spot.
Coincidentally, Richard van
Ryneveld, a former
diamond diver in the
Seventies, who helped
build the cottages, is back
for a nostalgic visit. “It was
incredibly dangerous work,
as we’d often have to try to
dislodge rocks to locate
them,” he recalls.
“We could only dive in calm
seas and we’d spend
weeks waiting for a weather
window. Then we’d take our
chances beneath the
surface to search, but
conditions could change
quickly. A friend of mine
died in the rocks, so
although we were wellrewarded, it was an
isolated, perilous life.”
In contrast with the Noup’s
quaint simplicity,
‘glamping’ in Namaqua
National Park is a luxury
experience. This park,
covering an area of more
than 700km- square, is
south-west of Springbok and so famed for its ‘bloom’
show that it hosts a tented
Beach Flower Camp during
peak season. This, perched
above the beach, north of its
Groenrivier entrance, caters
for bloom hunters and
those seeking a break in the
wilderness.
It’s a wonderful finale to a
trip that began with flowers
and ends with them. Flower
TPN/PA
power rules.
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Exclusive Sale: Excellent 3 bedroom villa
with superb ocean views
This lovely semi detached villa is
located on the highest point of a high
quality gated community and has
splendid views over Praia da Luz and
across the Atlantic Ocean, which at the
moment is hard to find in the Algarve for
a reasonable price! Within walking
distance you find the centre of Praia da
Luz with good restaurants, supermarkets
and a beautiful sandy beach.
On the ground floor of the villa is the
entrance hall, the master bedroom with
ensuite bathroom and two other
bedrooms that share a family
bathroom. Two of the 3 bedrooms
have access to the partly covered south
facing terrace, pool area and garden.
On the first floor we find a spacious
living/dining area with fireplace and a
double set of sliding doors onto the

covered terrace with BBQ and amazing
views. A guest bathroom and a
generously fully fitted and equipped
kitchen, also with a private balcony
where you can enjoy a nice glass of
wine in the afternoon sunto complete
the picture.
There is gas central heating, A/C, an
automatic irrigation system and a garage.
The only thing missing in this beautiful
property is the proud new owner, so call
us today for your private viewing!
For further information or to
arrange a viewing of this superb
property (Ref: Ref: AV-610SJ - Praia da
Luz), priced at 575,000, donot hesitate
to contact Abacoz Algarve, tel: (+351)
282044886, email:
info@abacoz-properties.com or visit:
www.abacoz-properties.com
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Prestige Property

Lovely 4 Bed Villa
with Country and
Sea Views near
São Brás
Set on a south facing
hillside, the property is part of
a quiet small residential area
just outside São Brás de
Alportel. It takes a few
minutes’ drive to the centre
of the town and 25 minutes
to the airport.
On the entrance level, the
villa has a living / dining
room and an open plan
modern kitchen. Large patio
doors open to a vast
covered terrace that
extends over the entire
length of the house and
enjoys uninterrupted,
marvellous views over the
countryside – a perfect place
for dining ‘al fresco’ and
relaxation. There is a
separate bathroom and a

Property Highlight

further two bedrooms en-suite
on this level, of which the
master suite has direct access
to the terrace.
The lower level consists of two
bedrooms with a separate
bathroom. A hallway leads to
the sun terrace and seating
area around the swimming
pool. An orchard with a variety
of local fruit trees is located
below the swimming pool.
This property makes a

fabulous residential or holiday
home close to all amenities
and with stunning views.
Plot size: 1,033 m²
Build Area: 305.85 m²
Ref.: M-062
Price: 449.000€
CCHomes - Algarve Real
Estate
Contact: +351 289 462 438
www.cchomes.pt

Trading Places

Good Life Spas Celebrates 10
Years At The Fair!

Servesul - Silves

Servesul is a renowned Real Estate
Company located in the charming,
historical City of Silves since 1989, with
many years of expertise in the property
market in the Algarve, in cities like Silves,
Armação de Pêra, Portimão, Praia da
Rocha, Alvor, Lagoa, Carvoeiro, Lagos,
Monchique, among other well-known
areas in the region.
Our team’s vast knowledge and
experience in the property market, with the
guarantee of continued support in all
phases of the process (before, during and
after the sale), makes Servesul your best
reliable partner in business opportunities
when it comes to buying or selling a
property. We take care of sales and
rentals of residential and commercial
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properties, as well as land and
development projects.
If you are looking to Buy, Sell, or Rent a
property within the region, please feel free
to contact us.
We invite you to visit our website,
showing you our wide variety of properties
- www.servesul.pt
For more information, visit our office on
the main road in Silves, next to the new
LIDL, call us, or send an email. Servesul
team will be here to assist you.
Going that extra mile since 1989!
Sunny regards from the Servesul team.
Come and see us at the International
Algarve Fair at the Fatacil in Lagoa on 8
and 9 June (Stand 63)

Good Life
Spas , the
leading Spa
specialists in
the Algarve will
once again be
attending the
International
Algarve Fair at
the Fatacil in
Lagoa.
Now our 10th
time in
attendance,
Good Life Spas
will be
displaying
some of our
most popular models of Spa.
Manufactured by Artesian Spas, one
of the USA´s leading manufacturers for
over 30 years and constructed with the
highest quality and care. Starting with a
fully pressure treated timber frame and
lucite acrylic shell and equipped with
market leading jets, pumps and the ultra
reliable Balboa electronic management
system that automatically controls the
heating and water filtration.
The Spa cabinets are made from
Kingwood, a composite paneling that
does not rot, warp or split and requires
minimal maintenance. A top quality
thermal cover is included as standard and
is available in a range of colours to
complement the cabinet.
We have a range to suit all lifestyles,
from two to ten seats – we have a Spa for
you, and for a great workout, we have the
Tidal Fit fully featured Swim Spa with
Hydrotherapy seats.
Additionally, we have a selection of
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Servesul
For more information Tel:
(+351) 282 444 471 email:
email@servesul.pt or visit:
www.www.servesul.pt

accessories, from steps and cover lifters,
to filters and water care products, including
an array of Aromatherapy Crystals to
enhance relaxation.
Good Life Spas ensure a professional
service from the very start of your Spa
investment process, which is why we carry
out a free, no obligation site visit to assess
accessibility, electrical requirements and
location to achieve the correct positioning
to promote the perfect relaxing ambience.
Our technicians are able to repair all
makes of Hot Tub, Spa and Jacuzzi, of
which we are able to supply spare parts,
and are trained by BISHTA, to resolve any
water care issues you may have.
We also have a variety of maintenance
contracts available, tailored to suit your
requirements, all at an affordable price.
So come along and meet the team on
Stand 89 and take advantage of the
amazing special offers we have available
all weekend!

Goodlife Spas
For more information, Tel:
289 358 415, email:
sales@glspas.com or visit:
www.glspas.com

AQP Solar Swimming Pool Covers Bigger Stores, Better Quality,
Choice and Value

Summer is right
around the corner
and in the sunny
Algarve, everyone
can enjoy the
benefits of the SUN
by installing an AQP
solar bubble cover.
Increase the
temperature of your
water naturally while
also saving water by
decreasing your
evaporation rate
loss. This will also reduce the chemical
consumption making it easier and
cheaper to maintain your swimming
pool.
NOT all solar swimming pool
covers are the same
same.
Aqua Pura has been providing the
highest quality solar pool covers for over
30 YEARS. Often imitated but never
duplicated, our covers are specifically
engineered for the Algarve region. Our
unique and tested system allows for one
person to easily operate the cover. Our
one piece roller is far superior to the
telescopic rollers offered by the
competition… one size does NOT fit all.
Aqua Pura uses only the finest Geo
Bubble material that is treated with both
UV and chemical attack resistance. The
AQP500 solar pool covers are manufactured using the unique GeoBubble
profile. Our bubble to bubble weld guarantees a strong and aesthetic finish. The
GeoBubble has a much larger footprint
than traditional solar covers which allows
for more expansion of the air in the bubble
shape. The figure “8” design makes the
bubble strong enough to hold expanding
air and will not stretch and burst under
pressure. The GeoBubble’s large footprint

also acts as an insulator, retaining the
water’s heat. In addition, the larger bubble
allows for better adhesion which in turn
makes it more difficult to lift with gusts of
wind.
Benefits of an AQP500 Solar Pool
Cover:
• SAVE water- the AQP500 cover
reduces evaporation by over 95%;
• INCREASE the water temperature
up to 8°C;
• SAVE €… reduce your electric
consumption bills drastically;
• REDUCE the chemical consumption
• SUITABLE for all kinds of water
treatment systems (i.e. salt water,
chlorine);
• SPECIALLY treated to resist UV
damage + damage from the gases
emitted from the chemicals;
• QUICK turnaround on confirmation
of your order;
• CONFIRMATION of measurements
prior to the fabrication of your cover by
an AQP technician;
• MADE IN PORTUGAL – helping the
local economy.
Come and see us at the International
Algarve Fair at the Fatacil in Lagoa on 8
and 9 June (Stand 2)

Now in our 10th year of
business in the Algarve
we felt the need to
diversify. For years people
have asked us for beds
and on several occasions
we looked into it but didn’t
find a range we wanted to
sell until now.
Our brand of Romantica
beds are fabulous quality
at a great price. All bases
and headboards are
available in a choice of
colours, fabrics and
designs including Divans,
drawer Divans,Ottomans
and beds on legs. With a
fabulous selection of
mattresses from 1000 to
3000 Pocket Springs,
Memory Tencel and
Memory Orthopedic also
available in zip & links to to
give you the luxury and
comfort needed to ensure
a great night’s sleep.
With Summer well on it’s way
and people
Before
starting to refresh their properties for rental
purposes or maybe just change cushions
and curtains to give your place a whole new
look, then look no further than Casa
Texteis, we have a massive selection of
quality bedlinen, towels, curtains and soft
furnishings to suit all budgets.
We are always improving our products
to include new designs and materials and
this year we have some fantastic new
additions including very high quality 300
thread count sateen cotton sheets, duvet
covers and pillowcases, this feels very
luxurious and although only available in

Aqua Pura
For more information Tel.
Lagos: 967 025 157,
Almancil: 918 143 491,
email:
info@aquapura.com.pt or
visit: www.aquapura.com.pt

Casas Texteis
white we have also added a gorgeous new
collection of sheet sets in the same 300
thread count sateen available in 2
colours, grey or blue with co- ordinating
duvet covers.
Pillows are a very personal item and you
need to find a pillow that suits you. At Casa
Texteis we have a massive selection of
soft, medium and firm pillows that can be
tried and tested in store to find the right
one for you.
Come and see us at the International
Algarve Fair at the Fatacil in Lagoa on 8
and 9 June (Stands 95 and 96) or see our
ad for details in The Portugal News
News.

For more information, Tel:
Almancil 289396385,
Alcantarilha 282315994,
Carvoeiro 282354222 or visit:
www.hometextilesalgarve.com
DISCLAIMER:
While The Portugal News has
done its utmost to ensure the
information contained on this
page is correct, all advertorials
are supplied by advertisers.
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Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions
Across: 1 Monarchists; 9 Fit; 10 Damnation; 11 Oiler; 13 Episode;
14 Evolve; 16 Ascent; 18 Hustler; 19 Caste; 20 Avalanche; 21 Ski;
22 Appearances.
Down: 2 Out; 3 Adder; 4 Camber; 5 Italics; 6 Tailoress; 7 Off one's head;
8 Anaesthetic; 12 Look sharp; 15 Village; 17 Grocer; 19 Clean; 21 Sue.

32

CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Dingy (4)
3.
8.
9.
11.
13.
14.
17.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Thrifty (8)
Greedy (4)
Trade (8)
Sense of obligation (12)
Dissertation (6)
Brainy (6)
Resisting (12)
Flood (8)
Indication (4)
Reveal (8)
A very long time (4)

DOWN

1. Checkers (8)
2. Enliven (7)
4. Refrain (6)
5. Unclaimed territory (2-4-4)
6. Brands (5)
7. Munch (4)
10. Charming (10)
12. Bandits (8)
15. Expressing (7)
16. Condescends (6)
18. Notions (5)
19. Temper (4)

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Medium

Last Week’s Codeword Solution

DOWN
1. Is this why there's the sweep of the
heavens? (4-4)
2. Given some money, perhaps, having
been in debt after the finish (7)
4. Young animal found if going in here
somehow (6)
5. As yet a moth can become a nontraveller (4-2-4)
6. Complicate without a dish - that's funny!
(5)
7. Land one, and you can pay her the rent!
(4)
10. Pelt parent, child, and craftsman (10)
12. Shut up, shut up, Edward! (8)
15. Recipes must be accurate here (7)
16. Sounds as if he must be a black piece
on board! (6)
18. Respond to stimulus and play the part
again? (5)
19. Nail found in overturned cedar boxes (4)

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 1 Distributed; 9 Oil;
10 Conductor; 11 Plait; 13 Tourist;
14 Instil; 16 Please; 18 Arouses; 19 Teeth;
20 Endeavour; 21 Too; 22 Oddly enough.
Down: 2 Ill; 3 Tacit; 4 Innate; 5 Unusual;
6 Extricate; 7 Complicated; 8 Brotherhood;
12 Absconded; 15 Install; 17 Ashore;
19 Torso; 21 Tag.

ACROSS
1. Some solid fatty tissue the cook uses (4)
3. Chips lay scattered about with material
result (8)
8. Helps change first half of 9 .... (4)
9. ....Rendered defenceless, like the Venus
de Milo (8)
11. What the stevedore says when he takes
in liquid cargo? (4,3,5)
13. Taking part of what's off the main line? (6)
14. Place of worship has the Spanish fellow
in front (6)
17. Member I spurn awkwardly (this clue is
one of them) (5,7)
20. It should mean something to you, by the
way (4,4)
21. Will Shakespeare's day, and lose energy
today! (4)
22. Take note back and reckon about to blow
up (8)
23. Action each way (4)

Hard
Last week’s solutions

TV Guide brought to you by
SATURDAY 08
BBC One
06.00
09.00
10.30
13.05
13.20
13.50
16.00
17.00
18.30
18.50
19.40
20.25
21.15
22.00
22.15
22.20
23.50
01.20
01.25

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Live.
Trooping the Colour 2019.
BBC News; Weather.
Bargain Hunt.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Money for Nothing.
FILM: Up (2009).
BBC News.
Pointless Celebrities.
The Hit List.
Casualty.
Killing Eve.
BBC News; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
FILM: Mrs Brown’s Boys
D’Movie (2014).
FILM: Life on the Line
(2015).
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.45
07.15
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
10.30
11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
18.30
19.30
21.10
22.00
00.05
01.50
02.40

All Over the Place.
Wild & Weird.
The Dengineers.
Mustangs FC.
The Dog Ate My Homework.
Deadly Top 10.
Astronauts: Do You Have
What It Takes?
Nadiya’s British Food
Adventure.
The World According to Kids.
The #100K House: Tricks of
the Trade.
Athletics: Diamond League
Rome Highlights.
Equator from the Air.
The Planets.
D-Day: The Last Heroes.
D-Day: The Last Heroes.
D-Day 75: Return to the
Beaches.
RHS Chatsworth Flower
Show.
Trooping the Colour
Highlights.
Hunt v Lauda: F1’s Greatest
Racing Rivals.
FILM: The Light Between
Oceans (2016).
FILM: Untouchable (2011).
The Looming Tower.
This Is BBC Two.

SUNDAY 09
BBC One
06.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
12.30
13.00
13.15
13.50
14.05
15.05
16.05
16.30
19.10
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.45
00.15
00.20

BBC Two
06.05
06.50
07.35
08.35
09.30
10.00
11.30
12.30
13.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.45
22.35
23.20
01.00
02.00
03.00

ITV London

11.35

11.20
11.50
13.50
14.00
16.00

12.40
12.55
16.00
16.30
17.30
18.25
18.45
19.30
20.00
21.35
22.30
22.40
01.30
03.00
03.50

CITV.
ITV News.
The Sara Cox Show.
James Martin’s Saturday
Morning.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
ITV News and Weather.
ITV Racing: Live from
Haydock.
In for a Penny: The Best Bits.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News and Weather.
Catchphrase.
Harry Hill’s Alien Fun
Capsule.
The Voice Kids.
Piers Morgan’s Life Stories.
ITV News and Weather.
FILM: The Hobbit: The
Desolation of Smaug (2013).
Jackpot247.
Broadchurch.
ITV Nightscreen.

Channel 4
06.10
07.05
08.20
09.35
12.05
14.45
16.00
16.30
17.35
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.50
00.20
01.20
02.15
03.50
04.05

Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
The Simpsons.
Four in a Bed.
W Series Motor Racing.
A Place in the Sun.
Big House, Little House.
The Supervet.
Channel 4 News.
Titanic: The New Evidence.
Britain’s Most Historic
Towns.
FILM: Hitman: Agent 47
(2015).
Formula 1: Canadian Grand
Prix Qualifying Highlights.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
The Last Leg.
FILM: Metallica: Through
the Never (2013).
Kirstie’s Handmade
Treasures.
Hollyoaks.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.55
23.55
00.55
01.55
02.55

Supergiant Animals.
Japan: Earth’s Enchanted
Islands.
Inspector Montalbano.
Gregory Porter’s Popular
Voices.
Truth Tellers at the BBC.
Timeshift: Italian Noir - The
Story of Italian Crime Fiction.
Japan: Earth’s Enchanted
Islands.
Supergiant Animals.

A to Z of TV Gardening.
Glorious Gardens from Above.
Gardeners’ World.
Countryfile.
Beechgrove.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
Rick Stein: From Venice to
Istanbul.
Nadiya’s British Food
Adventure.
Triathlon: World Series:
Leeds.
Big Animal Surgery.
Dragons’ Den.
Equator from the Air.
The Ranganation.
What We Do in the Shadows.
I’ll Get This - Extra Helping.
FILM
FILM: Mississippi Grind
(2015).
Sign Zone: Question Time.
Sign Zone: Holby City.
This Is BBC Two.

ITV London
06.00
08.25
08.30
09.25

06.00
08.25
08.30
09.25

Breakfast.
BBC News.
The Andrew Marr Show.
Spirit Break Out - A
Celebration for Pentecost.
Sunday Politics.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News; Weather.
Songs of Praise.
Points of View.
Escape to the Country.
England’s World Cup
Lionesses.
BBC News.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Countryfile.
Antiques Roadshow.
Gentleman Jack.
BBC News.; Weather;.
Have I Got News for You.
Live at the Apollo.
Real Life Superheroes - Our
Lives.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

16.30
17.00
19.35
20.00
22.00
22.30
23.30
00.20
00.45
03.00
03.50
05.05

CITV.
ITV News.
The Sara Cox Show.
John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen.
Gino’s Italian Coastal Escape.
Midsomer Murders.
ITV News and Weather.
FILM: Dragonheart (1996).
Tipping Point: Best Ever
Finals.
Harry Hill’s Alien Fun
Capsule.
FILM
FILM: Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban (2004).
ITV News and Weather.
Vera.
ITV News and Weather.
UEFA Nations League
Highlights.
Bear’s Mission with Gareth
Southgate.
Football Genius.
Jackpot247.
Motorsport UK.
ITV Nightscreen.
Judge Rinder.

Channel 4
06.10
07.00
08.15
09.30
12.30
14.00
15.00
17.05
17.35
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.05
23.00
01.00
01.55
03.45
04.40
04.55

Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
The Big Bang Theory.
Sunday Brunch.
The Simpsons.
Bake Off: The Professionals.
FILM
FILM: Never Been Kissed
(1999).
A Place in the Sun.
Coast vs Country.
Channel 4 News.
Escape to the Chateau.
Great Canal Journeys: Asian
Odyssey.
The Handmaid’s Tale.
Gogglebox.
Formula 1: Canadian Grand
Prix Highlights.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
FILM
FILM: Gloria (2013).
Grand Designs Australia.
Kirstie’s Vintage Gems.
French Collection.

BBC Four
19.00
20.10
21.00
22.00
22.30
00.00
01.00
02.00
03.00

Engineering Giants: Gas Rig
Strip-Down.
Dial B for Britain: The Story of
the Landline.
The Truth about Meteors.
The Sky at Night.
Paula Rego: Secrets and
Stories.
Treasures of Ancient Greece.
The BBC at War.
Engineering Giants: Gas Rig
Strip-Down.
Dial B for Britain: The Story of
the Landline.

MONDAY 10
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.00
23.40
00.30
00.35

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Behind the Mascara: Meet
Jamie Genevieve.
EastEnders.
Britain’s Drink Problem Panorama.
War on Plastic with Hugh and
Anita.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.
Famalam.
Have I Got a Bit More News
for You.
The Graham Norton Show.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.00
06.45
07.30
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.20
16.45
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15

A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Flog It!
Sign Zone: Antiques
Roadshow.
This Week in Parliament.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Boss.
Street Auction.
The TV That Made Me.
FILM: The Man in the White
Suit (1951).
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
The 1900 Island.
Springwatch.
Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution.
I Love 1986.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Gettys: The World’s Richest
Art Dynasty.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.45
00.35
01.25

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News ; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Love Your Garden.
Coronation Street.
Long Lost Family.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Piers Morgan’s Life Stories.
63 Up.
Tenable.
Jackpot247.

Channel 4
06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.30
00.30

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Britain’s Toxic Air Scandal:
Dispatches.
Tricks of the Restaurant Trade.
999: What’s Your
Emergency?
Year of the Rabbit.
8 Out of 10 Cats Does
Countdown.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
First Dates.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.00
00.00
01.00

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
What Do Artists Do All Day?
Why the Industrial Revolution
Happened Here.
Pompeii: New Secrets
Revealed with Mary Beard.
The Alan Clark Diaries.
The Alan Clark Diaries.
Clydebuilt: The Ships That
Made the Commonwealth.
Pacific Abyss.
Whoever Heard of a Black
Artist? Britain’s Hidden Art
History.

TUESDAY 11
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.35
23.00
23.30
00.00
00.05

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Holby City.
Years and Years.
BBC News at Ten; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
Hot Property.
Young, Welsh and Pretty
Religious.
Murder in Successville.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.50
14.35
15.05
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.05

Monday in Parliament.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Critical Incident.
Eat Well for Less?
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Super League Show.
Going Back, Giving Back.
The TV That Made Me.
FILM
FILM: The Titfield
Thunderbolt (1953).
Royal Recipes.
Flipping Profit.
Eggheads.
The Repair Shop.
The 1900 Island.
Springwatch.
The Planets.
Live at the Apollo.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Hunt v Lauda: F1’s Greatest
Racing Rivals.
Picasso’s Last Stand.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.20
22.50
23.05
23.40
00.35
01.25

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News ; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Save Money: Good Diet.
Emmerdale.
Her Majesty’s Cavalry.
Dark Angel.
ITV News; Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
On Assignment.
63 Up.
Tenable.
Jackpot247.

06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Bake Off: The Professionals.
24 Hours in A&E.
First Dates.
Ramsay’s 24 Hours to Hell
and Back.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
My Gay Dog and Other
Animals.
Travel Man: 48 Hours in
Hamburg.

Channel 4
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.00
00.55
01.50

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
19.45
22.00
23.00
00.00
01.20

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Folk America at the
Barbican.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Empire of the Tsars:
Romanov Russia with Lucy
Worsley.
Forces of Nature with Brian
Cox.
Russia’s Toughest Prison The Condemned.
Tones, Drones and
Arpeggios: The Magic of
Minimalism.
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WEDNESDAY 12
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.35
23.35
00.35
00.40

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Eat Well for Less?
DIY SOS: The Big Build.
BBC News at Ten; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
Secrets of Sugar Baby Dating.
War on Plastic with Hugh and
Anita.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
11.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.00
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15

Tuesday in Parliament.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Critical Incident.
Sign Zone: Britain in Bloom.
Sign Zone: Defenders UK.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Boss.
Going Back, Giving Back.
The TV That Made Me.
FILM
FILM: Lucky Jim (1957).
Royal Recipes.
Flipping Profit.
Eggheads.
The Repair Shop.
The 1900 Island.
Springwatch.
Summer of Rockets.
Mum.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Thatcher: A Very British
Revolution.

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.40
00.35
01.25
03.00
03.50
05.05

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News ; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest
Airport.
Coronation Street.
Wild Bill.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Peston.
63 Up.
Tenable.
Jackpot247.
Surprise Surprise.
ITV Nightscreen.
Judge Rinder.

Channel 4
06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.05
01.00
01.50

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Bake Off: The Professionals.
The Restaurant that Makes
Mistakes.
24 Hours in A&E.
Roads from Hell: Caught on
Camera.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
FILM: Serena (2014).

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
19.45
22.00
23.00
00.00
01.00

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
Folk America at the Barbican.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Madagascar.
Britain’s Lost Masterpieces.
Andrew Marr’s Great Scots:
The Writers Who Shaped a
Nation.
Utopia: In Search of the
Dream.

THURSDAY 13
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.35
23.35
00.20
00.25

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
Garden Rescue.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Would I Lie to You?
EastEnders.
Ambulance.
BBC News at Ten.
Question Time.
This Week.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.15

Wednesday in Parliament.
Bargain Hunt.
Critical Incident.
Equator from the Air.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Boss.
Going Back, Giving Back.
The TV That Made Me.
FILM
FILM: School for Scoundrels
(1960).
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
The 1900 Island.
Springwatch.
Who Should Get To Stay in
the UK?
Mock the Week.
Newsnight.
Weather.
The Ranganation.
What We Do in the Shadows.

BBC Two

16.45
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.10
23.15
00.00

ITV London
06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45
00.10
01.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News ; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Divided Britain: Beyond
Repair? Tonight.
Emmerdale.
The Cruise: Sailing the
Mediterranean.
Death Row: Countdown to
Execution.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Elton John: The Nation’s
Favourite Song.
Tenable.
Jackpot247.

Channel 4
06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10
11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.00
01.00
01.50
02.15

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Bake Off: The Professionals.
Battle of the Super Eaters:
3000 Calories a Minute.
999: What’s Your
Emergency?
First Dates.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
Ramsay’s 24 Hours to Hell
and Back.
Tricks of the Restaurant Trade.
Undercover Boss Canada.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
01.00
02.00

Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
The Sky at Night.
Rome’s Invisible City.
Our Classical Century.
The Coffee Trail with Simon
Reeve.
Horizon: The Lost Tribes of
Humanity.
Ice Age Giants.
Secret Universe: The Hidden
Life of the Cell.
Rome’s Invisible City.
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FRIDAY 14
BBC One
06.00
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.30
16.15
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.30
22.05
22.35
22.40
23.30
00.10
01.45
01.50

Breakfast.
Critical Incident.
Homes Under the Hammer.
A1: Britain’s Longest Road.
Caught Red Handed.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
Flog It!
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Match of the Day Live: FIFA
Women’s World Cup.
BBC News at Ten; Weather;
National Lottery Update.
The Graham Norton Show.
Killing Eve.
FILM
FILM: Mrs Brown’s Boys
D’Movie (2014).
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two
06.00
06.30
07.15
08.00
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.15
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.45
15.15

19.30
20.30
21.30
22.15
22.30
23.00
23.05

Thursday in Parliament.
Flog It!
Critical Incident.
Gardeners’ World.
BBC News at 9.
Victoria Derbyshire.
BBC Newsroom Live.
Politics Live.
The Best Dishes Ever.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Country.
FILM: The Lavender Hill
Mob (1951).
Royal Recipes.
Flipping Profit.
Eggheads.
The Repair Shop.
Pubs, Ponds and Power: The
Story of the Village.
Mastermind: The Final.
Gardeners’ World.
The Looming Tower.
The Mini Mash Report.
Newsnight.
Weather.
FILM: Foxcatcher (2014).

06.00
08.30
09.25
10.30
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.30
22.20
23.05
00.55
03.00
03.50

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
Tenable.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder.
Dickinson’s Real Deal.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase for Soccer Aid.
ITV News ; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Foyle’s War.
ITV News; Weather.
FILM: Rocky Balboa (2006).
Jackpot247.
All Star Mr & Mrs.
ITV Nightscreen.

06.25
07.20
08.40
10.10

Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Couples Come Dine with Me.
Posh Pawn.
Countdown.
Fifteen to One.
A Place in the Sun.
Four in a Bed.
Beat the Chef.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Bake Off: The Professionals The Final.
Celebrity Gogglebox.
The Last Leg.
ICC Cricket World Cup.
FILM: Sexy Beast (2000).
Year of the Rabbit.
Flowers.
Undercover Boss Canada.

16.30
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00

ITV London

Channel 4

11.05
12.00
12.05
13.05
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.05
00.10
01.40
02.10
02.35

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
00.30
01.30
02.35

World News Today;
Weather.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
Buble at the BBC.
I Can Go for That: The
Smooth World of Yacht Rock.
Top of the Pops: 1979 - Big
Hits.
People’s History of Pop.
Top of the Pops: 1988.
California Comes to the
Whistle Test.
Top of the Pops: 1979 - Big
Hits.
I Can Go for That: The
Smooth World of Yacht Rock.
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Directory

AWNINGS & BLINDS

CARPENTRY

BOOKS

Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

282 354 310
Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

English Language
Book Exchange
Refunds on return
New books to order
Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards
DVD’s

BUREAUCRACY

DRAINS

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS

Directory
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LEGAL
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POOLS & SPAS

PAINTING & DECORATING

TOFTS
Paul Tofts
Decorating & Painting
tofts@hotmail.co.uk
Mob: 918 938 004

After 6pm
Tel: 289 399 370
Pool Covers

Pool Equipment
Pool Heating
Salt Water Systems
www.salagua.com
N125, Sítio do Troto, Almancil
1,5km Direction to Faro
Tel: 289 992 281
salagua@salagua.com
Call Us For Free Advice

Company & Service Finder:
To place an advert in this section please call:
282341100 or email: sales@theportugalnews.com
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STEELWORKS

TV / SATELLITE

WEDDINGS
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Events
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North & Centre

Cinema
NEW THIS WEEK

EXHIBITIONS

Secret Life of Pets
2 - Stars: Patton
Oswalt, Kevin Hart,
Harrison Ford
Genre: Animation,
Adventure,
Comedy Director:
Chris Renaud,
Jonathan del Val
Rating: PG. Plot: Continuing
the story of Max and his pet
friends, following their secret
lives after their owners leave
them for work or school each
day.
X-Men: Dark Phoenix Stars: Sophie Turner, Jennifer
Lawrence, James McAvoy
Genre: Action, Adventure, SciFi Director: Simon Kinberg
Rating:PG13. Plot: Jean Grey
begins to develop incredible

Janice Dellarte. 7 June – 31
August, Jardim Botânico da
Universidade de Lisboa.
Out of Office. Until 9 June,
PADA studios, Barreiro, Lisbon
Brain – wider than the sky.
Until 10 June, daily from
10am – 6pm, Gulbenkian,
Lisbon. Tickets €5.
www.gulbenkian.pt

powers that corrupt and turn
her into a Dark Phoenix. Now
the X-Men will have to decide
if the life of a team member is
worth more than all the people
living in the world.

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve – Faro
Les Petits Mouchoirs; Godzilla 2:
King of the Monsters; The
Secret Life of Pets 2 (PV & OV);
Rocketman; Aladdin (PV & OV);
X-Men – Dark Phoenix; Romeo
& Juliet 2018/19 – Ballet
NOS Mar Shopping - Loulé
Aladdin (OV & PV); The Secret
Life of Pets 2 (OV & PV);
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; X-Men – Dark
Phoenix; Romeo & Juliet 2018/
19 – Ballet; Troll: The Tale of a
Tail (PV); Rocketman
Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Rocketman; Aladdin
(OV & PV); John Wick 3; Sai de
Baixo: O Filme; Brightburn.
Algarcine – Portimão
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Troll: The Tale of a
Tail (PV); Aladdin (OV & PV);
Pokémon Detective Pikachu
(PV); Secret Life of Pets 2 (PV)
Algarcine Ria Shopping –
Olhão
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Troll: The Tale of a
Tail (PV); Secret Life of Pets 2
(PV); Aladdin (VP & VO);
Rocketman
Cineplace Algarve Shopping
– Guia
Troll: The Tale of a Tail (PV);
X-Men – Dark Phoenix (2D &
3D); Wonder Park (PV); Les
Petits Mouchoirs; Avengers:
Endgame; John Wick: Chapter 3
- Parabellum; Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (PV); The
Poison Rose; The Haunting of
Sharon Tate; Secret Life of Pets
2 (PV & OV); Rocketman;
Aladdin (PV & OV); Godzilla 2:
King of the Monsters
Cineplace – Portimão
Godzilla: King of the Monsters;
Rocketman; Aladdin (OV &
PV); John Wick 3; Brightburn;
Sai de Baixo: O Filme; Up and
Away (PV); Pokémon Detective
Pikachu (OV & PV); Avengers:
Endgame; The Secret Life of
Pets 2 (PV); Troll: The Tale of
a Tail (PV).

*(PV) = Portuguese version
(OV) = Original version.

Cineplace Loures Shopping
Aladdin (PV & OV); Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (PV);
Rocketman; Troll: The Tale of
a Tail (PV); Avengers: Endgame;
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; X-Men – Dark
Phoenix (2D & 3D); Secret Life
of Pets 2 (PV); John Wick:
Chapter 3 - Parabellum; Wonder
Park (PV); The Haunting of
Sharon Tate; Les Petits
Mouchoirs
Cineplace Leiria Shopping
X-Men – Dark Phoenix (2D &
3D); Secret Life of Pets 2 (2D
& 3D, PV & OV); Godzilla 2:
King of the Monsters; Troll:
The Tale of a Tail (PV); John
Wick: Chapter 3 - Parabellum;
Wonder Park (PV); Avengers:
Endgame; Les Petits Mouchoirs;
Pokémon Detective Pikachu
(PV); Rocketman; Aladdin (PV
& OV)
Cineplace Riosul - Seixal
X-Men – Dark Phoenix (2D &
3D); Aladdin (PV & OV); Secret
Life of Pets 2 (PV); Avengers:
Endgame; John Wick: Chapter 3
- Parabellum; Pokémon
Detective Pikachu (PV);
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Troll: The Tale of a
Tail (PV); Rocketman; Wonder
Park (PV); The Poison Rose;
Les Petits Mouchoirs
Estação Viana Shopping Viana do Castelo
Troll: The Tale of a Tail (PV);
Godzilla 2: King of the
Monsters; Aladdin (PV);
Rocketman; Secret Life of Pets
2 (PV); John Wick: Chapter 3 Parabellum; X-Men – Dark
Phoenix (2D)

Half of the Sky. Until 13
June, daily from 10am – 6pm,
Fundação Arpad Szenes,
Lisbon. Entry from €2.50.
www.fasvs.pt
I’m Your Mirror, exhibition
by Joana Vasconcelos. Until
24 June, Serralves, Porto.
www.serralves.pt
The invisible wire. Until 30
June, daily from 10am – 6pm,
Museu de Arte Popular, Lisbon.
Tickets from €2.50. www.mus
euartepopular.wordpress.com
Oil Room by Per Barclay.
Until 28 July, Carpintarias de
São Lázaro. Entry €2.
My Month by Natalia
Gromicho. Until 5 July, daily
from 3pm – 5pm,Atelier
Natalia Gromicho, Lisbon.
www.nataliagromicho.com
Joan Jonas Exhibition.
Until 1 September, Serralves,
Porto. www.serralves.pt
Tomorrow there won´t be
any art by Carla Filipe. Until
9 September, daily from 11am –
7pm, MAAT, Lisbon. Entry
from €2.50. www.maat.pt

in Portuguese and English.
www.lisbonunderthestars.com
FAIRS & FESTIVALS
Book Fair 19. 29 May – 16
June, Parque Eduardo VII,
Lisbon. A great chance to find
out about new literature as well
as discover antiques and unique
works.www.feiradolivrodelisboa.pt
Lisbon Beer Festival. 6 – 8
June, Lx Factory, Lisbon.
Reusable glass priced €3.
www.patiodacerveja.com
Popular Marches. 7 – 9
June, from 9pm, Altice Arena,
Lisbon. www.culturanarua.pt
Special Cosmic Change VI.
7 – 9 June, Valhelhas, Guarda.
www.triniq.com/
specialcosmicchangefestival
Porto Beer Fest. 12 – 16
June, Alfandega do Porto.
Reverb or Bust Fest. 14 &
15 June. Mary Spot Vintage
Bar, Matosinhos.
www.facebook.com/ferreiratoze

Antiques Market every 4th
Saturday, 9am to 7pm. Terreiro
da Erva, Coimbra. 239 857
500, www.cm-coimbra.pt.

Braga Sounds Better 2019
Festival. 14 – 16 June, Braga.
Tickets from €10

LxMarket – Sundays, 10am 7pm. Lx Factory, Lisbon.
lxmarket.com.pt

Beauty Summit. 17 & 18
June, from 10am daily, ETIC,
Lisbon. Day pass from €45, 2
day pass €60. www.blueticket.pt

Mercado D’Aqui - 1st Sunday
of every month. Parque de
Jogos.1º de Maio sports field.
www.mercadodaqui.pt

Rock in Rio Lisboa 20 & 21
June and 27 & 28 June, Parque
da Bela Vista, Lisbon.
www.rockinriolisboa.sapo.pt

Flea Market. Every Tuesday
and Saturday, 9am until 6pm.
Campo de Santa Clara Lisbon

Arraial Lisboa Pride. 22
June, 4pm – 4am, Praça do
Comércio, Lisbon. www.ilgaportugal.pt
VOA Heavy Rock Festival.
4 – 5 July, Estádio do Restelo,
Lisbon. Tickets from €50.
www.voa.rocks
ticketline@ticketline.pt

Sarah Affonso and Folk Art.
5 July – 7 October, daily from
10am – 6pm, Fundação Calouste
Gulbenkian, Lisbon. Tickets
from €3. www.gulbenkian.pt

Sumol Summer Fest. 5 – 6
July, Ericeira Camping. Tickets
€45.www.sumolsummerfest.com

Lisbon under the stars.
Until 17 July, various locations
and times in Lisbon. Narration

NOS Alive. 11 – 13 July,
Passeio Marítimo de Algés,
Oeiras, Lisbon.www.nosalive.com

MARKETS
Feira na Avenida. 2 nd
weekend of the month.
Avenida da Liberdade, Lisbon.
Free entry

Handicraft and Antiques
Market. Saturdays 10am until
7pm. Mercado de Ribeira, Lisbon
Antique Book Fair. Every
Saturday 10am until 5pm. Rua
Anchieta, Chiado, Lisbon

Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.
(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NOTE:

The Roots. 9 July, 8.30pm,
Parque Marechal Carmona,
Cascais. Tickets €40.
www.blueticket.pt
Jessie J. 10 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,
Cascais. Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt
Il Divo. 14 July, 9pm, Altice
Arena, Lisbon. Tickets from
€35. www.blueticket.pt
Jamie Cullum. 20 July,
8.30pm, Hipódromo Manuel
Possolo, Cascais. Tickets
from €25. www.blueticket.pt
Muse Theory World Tour. 24
July Passeio Marítimo de Algés
Lisbon. Tickets from €60.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Diana Krall. 24 July,
8.30pm, Hipódromo Manuel
Possolo, Cascais. Tickets
from €30. www.blueticket.pt

Benfica Handicrafts
Market. 1st Saturday of the
month, 10am until 6pm.
Estrada de Benfica, Lisbon

Michael Bolton. 25 July,
from 9.30pm, Altice Arena.
Tickets from €40.
www.arena.altice.pt

Mercado de Santana. The
largest Open Air Market in
Portugal. Sundays, 8am until
1pm. Caldas da Rainha

Kraftwork. 31 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,
Cascais. Tickets from €25.
www.blueticket.pt

MUSIC

Billie Eilish. 4 September,
from 7pm. Coliseu de Lisboa,
Lisbon. Tickets from €26.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Eddie Vedder. 20 June,
8.30pm, Altice Arena Lisbon.
Tickets from €45.
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Julio Iglesias Live. 29 June,
9.30pm, Altice Arena Lisbon.
Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt
Book Fair 19. 29 May – 16 June, Lisbon.

Tool. 2 July, Altice Arena,
Lisbon. Tickets from €42.
www.arena.altice.pt

Tom Jones. 25 July, 8.30pm,
Hipódromo Manuel Possolo,
Cascais. Tickets from €45.
www.blueticket.pt

Pixies. 28 June, from
8.30pm, Campo Pequeno
Lisbon. Tickets from €35.
www.campopequeno.com

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /

Arena. Tickets on sale.
www.arena.altice.pt

Handicrafts Market.
Saturdays, Praça da Galiza, Vila
Nova de Cerveira

Scorpions Live. 26 June, Altice
Arena, 9pm. Tickets from €32.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Algarcine Portimão:
282 411 888 / Olhão: 289
703 332 / Lagos: 282 799
138 / Sines: 269 633 510.

Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244
826 516 / Loures: 210 110 677 /
Riosul: 210 114 352 / Parque
Atlantico: 296 629 514 / Covilhã:
275 334 731 / Viana do Castelo:
258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt
Cinemas NOS Tavira, Faro & Loulé
cinemas.nos.pt

Botanic Market – Saturdays,
9am to 1pm, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra.
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra
CCB Market - 1st Sunday of
every month. Caminho Pedonal
e Praça CCB - Belém Cultural
Centre, Lisbon. Free entry.

Banksy – Genius or
Vandal. 14 June – 27
October, Cordoaria Nacional,
Lisbon. Tickets from €6.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Islamic Art. 12 July – 7
October, 10am – 6pm.
Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian,
Lisbon. www.gulbenkian.pt

Eddie Vedder. 20 June, Altice Arena Lisbon.

Kool & the Gang. 30 June,
9.30pm, Altice Arena, Lisbon.
2 July, Casino Estoril. Tickets
from €35. www.blueticket.pt
Rod Stewart Live in
Concert on 1 July at Altice

Queen Symphonic. 13
September, from 9.30pm,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon.
Tickets from €21.
www.campopequeno.com
Gipsy Kings featuring
Andre Reyes. 14 September,
10pm, Feira de São Mateus,
Viseu. Tickets from €5.
www.feirasaomateus.pt
Michael Bublé. 30 September
& 1 October, 9pm, Altice
Arena Lisbon. Tickets from
€45. www.blueticket.pt
Julia Michaels. 5 October,
from 7.30pm, Lav – Lisboa Ao
Vivo. Tickets from €28.
www.ticketline.pt

Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing.

Events
ABBA Gold. 11 October,
10pm, Salão Preto e Prata,
Casino Estoril. Tickets from
€30. www.blueticket.pt
The Lumineers. 1
November, from 9pm, Campo
Pequeno. Tickets from €25.
www.campopequeno.com
André Rieu. 20 – 28
November, Altice Arena,
Lisbon. Tickets from €40.
www.arena.altice.pt
The Mountain Goats. 24
November, Lav – Lisboa Ao
Vivo. Tickets from €19.
www.everythingisnew.pt
Bryan Adams. 6 December,
9pm, Altice Arena Lisbon.
Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt
Madonna Madame X Tour.
16, 18 & 19 January, from
8.30pm, Coliseu Lisboa.
Tickets from €75.
www.everythingisnew.pt

THEATRE & DANCE
A Midsummer Night’s
Dream – The Musical. Until
2 June, Teatro Tivoli BBVA,
Lisbon. Tickets from €17.50.
www.teatrotivolibbva.pt
Velvet Carpet. 6 June, from
9.30pm, Teatro Aveirense.
Aveiro. www.teatroaveirense.pt
Transposto. 8 June, from
9pm, AMAS Sintra. From €3.
Magical Minutes show. 8
June, from 9.30pm, Teatro
Aveirense, Aveiro.
www.teatroaveirense.pt
Micro Shakespeare. 15 &
16 June, from 3pm, Centro
Cultural de Bélem. www.ccb.pt
Until our heart Stops. 27 &
28 June, from 9pm, Culturgest,
Lisbon.
Traditional Thai dance
show. 28 June from 9pm, 29
June from 7pm. Museu do
Oriente. Price from €8.
www.museudooriente.pt
Madagascar the Musical.
30 June, Coliseu Porto Ageas,
Porto. Tickets from €15 €90. www.coliseu.pt
Don Quixote Ballet. 11 –
13 July, Thurs & Fri from
9pm, Saturday from 7pm.
Teatro Municipal do Porto –
Rivoli. Tickets €10.
www.cnb.pt
Mary said what she said.
12 & 13 July, from 9pm,
Centro Cultural de Bélem.
www.ccb.pt

5.30pm, Aromas e Boletos,
Leira. www.boletosdeorum.pt
Japanese Calligraphy. 18
June, 2pm – 4pm, Museu do
Oriente, Lisbon. Price €20.
www.museudooriente.pt
Ceramic workshop. 19 June
– 10 July, Wednesdays 7.30pm
– 10.30pm, Fica, Lx Factory,
Lisbon. Price €130.
workshop@fica-oc.pt
Introduction to
permaculture. 22 & 23
June, Aldeia do Vale Projecto
Agroecologico, Mafra.
Cost €60.
ecoaldeiadovale@gmail.com

Collective Exhibition
‘Nature’s Transformations’
Artists Network Algarve
Group. Until 31 July, Tuesdays
– Saturdays, 10am – 6pm.
Lagos Cultural Centre. 282
770 450, www.cm-lagos.pt
Local Arts & Crafts Expo.
Open daily 10am - 5pm.
Artes@Spa, Caldas de
Monchique.
Arte Natura - by Monika &
Bernhard. Craftwork with
natural materials. Caldas de
Monchique. Daily 10am to
6pm. 962 815 386.
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Caliços - 1st and 3rd Tuesday
of the month
Caliços Flea Market - 2nd
and 3rd Saturday of the month
Fuseta Flea Market - 2nd
Sunday of the month
Aldeia Nova - 2nd Sunday of
the month
Portimão Flea Market - 1st
and 3rd Sunday of the month
Castro Marim Market – 2nd
Saturday of the month
Lagoa Market - 2nd Sunday
of the month

Public speaking course. 25
& 26 June, 6.30pm – 9.30pm,
LABS Lisboa. Price from €30.
geral@speakandlead.pt

Paintings by Liz Allen.
Ongoing exhibition. Óchálá
Casa de Chá, 12 Rua Dr.
Samora Gil, Monchique 8550
249 Wednesday - Sunday 106pm. 282 912 524

SPORTS

FAIRS & FESTIVALS

Aljezur - 3rd Monday of the
month

The Colour Run Hero Tour.
29 June, 4pm – 9pm, Centro
Desportivo Bacional Jamor,
Oeiras. Tickets from €15.90.
www.thecolorrun.pt

Portugal Tantra Festival. 3
– 8 June, Awakeland,
Monchique. Cost €350.
ww.portugaltantrafestival.com

Car Boot Sale from 9am, 1st
Sunday of each month. Old
School House, Vales, Aljezur.

South

International Algarve Fair.
8-9 June, 10am – 6pm, Fatacil,
Lagoa. www.algarvefair.com 282
380 317, sales@algarvefair.com

AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve. Live
auction 8 June. All items can be
viewed at the auction house and
through our online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com, 289 832
380, info@ahalgarve.com

EXHIBITIONS
She looks into me by Nuno
Moreira. Until 7 July, Museu
Municipal de Faro. www.cmfaro.pt
Hein Semke – Reunion
Exhibition. Until 28 July,
Portimão Municipal Museum.
www.cm-portimao.pt
Transformations in Nature
Exhibition by the Algarve
Artists Network. Until 31
July, Centro Cultural de Lagos.
FB@Algarveartistsnetwork
Listen to the Ocean by BJ
Boulter. Until 7 June,
Pontoon J, Lagos Marina.
Street Pulse. Until 28 June,
Condes House, Alcoutim.
www.cm-alcoutim.pt
Twenty Years Later… Until
31 July, Tuesday – Sunday
10am – 6pm. Lagos Cultural
Centre. www.cm-lagos.pt

Fusos Festival. 7- 9 June,
from 2.30pm, Alte.

7 Algarve African Music
Festival. 10 June, 9pm –
1.30am, Faro docks. Free
Entry. 289 037 687
th

Carvoeiro Black & White
Night. 15 June, 8pm – 3am,
Praia do Carvoeiro. www.cmlagoa.pt
Festa do Sol – Quinta Vale
da Lama Open Day. 15 June,
Quinta do Vale da Lama, Odiáxe,
Lagos. www.valedalama.net
Festival Med. 27 – 30 June.
Loulé town centre. 289 400
600 www.festivalmed.pt
2 Lagos World Beer Fest.
27 -30 June, from 12pm,
Praça do Infante, Lagos.
nd

Ferragudo Flea Market 2nd Sunday of the month
Faro - 2nd Sunday of the
month

Farmers Market. First
Sunday of each month, 10am
– 1pm, Quinta Shopping.
info@quintashopping.com

MUSIC
TerraXama. 7 June, from
10pm, Guadiana Space,
Alcoutim. www.cm-alcoutim.pt
Symphonic Choir Concert.
8 June, from 9.30pm, Carmo
Church, Tavira. 289 860 890
Ricardo J. Martins. 8 June,
9pm, Teatro Lethes, Faro.
Tickets €10. 289 878 908
Summer Vintage Night by
the Lucky Duckies. 15 June,
8.30pm, Vale do Lobo
Auditorium. Tickets €30.
www.valedolobo.com
Love Lost and Found. 23
June, 6.30pm, Museu do Traje,
São Brás. Tickets €5.
cantar@coro-amigos.com

Candle Light and Cultural
Market, 4 – 8 July, from
7pm, Lagoa. Free Entry.
www.cm-lagoa.pt

Classical Symphonies
Series. 28 June. Albufeira
Municipal Auditorim. Tickets
€5. 289 599 521. www.cmalbufeira.pt

38 International Motobike
Meet. 18 – 21 July, Vale das
Almas, Faro.
www.motoclubefaro.pt

Sunshine Big Band, Every
Sunday, 12.30pm – 2.30pm,
Fortaleza, Praia da Luz. 282
789 926

MARKETS

The New Orleans Jazz band
- Every Sunday, from 8pm at
O’Navegador Restaurant, Alvor
(overlooking the river in the
pedestrianised area)
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com

th

Almancil Flea Market - 2nd
and 3rd Sunday of the month
Chinicato Flea Market 2nd Sunday of the month

New Orleans Jazz with The
Dixie Kings. Every Monday
at Tivoli Hotel, Lagos (behind
the bus station) 8.30pm - open
to all, free entry - info:
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com/
index.html

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Botanical drawing course.
8, 15 & 22 June, Museu
Bordalo Pinheiro, Lisbon.
Price €30. 215 818 544
bilheteira@museubordalopinheiro.pt

SPORT

Last weeks winner is
Neil Jackson, Vilamoura
420 World Championships.
3 – 11 July, Marina de
Vilamoura. 9am – 11pm.
capableplanet@gmail.com
Hankook 24H. 5 – 7 July,
Autódromo do Algarve,
Portimão.
www.autodromodoalgarve.com

THEATRE & DANCE
Ballet streaming from Royal
Opera House, London and the
Bolshoi, Moscow at NOS
Cinemas: Forum (Faro), Mar
Shopping & Gran Plaza
(Tavira). Ballet: Romeo &
Juliet 11 June. Tickets: €12.
The Cicada and the Ant. 8
June, Carlos do Carmo
Municipal Auditorium, Olhão.
Tickets €8. 289 700 160.
www.cm-olhao.pt
Improbable. 8 June, 9.30pm,
TEMPO, Portimão. Tickets
€10. 282 402 475.
www.teatromunicipalportimao.pt

Dance Workshop – Vibrant
Matter. 8 June, 3pm, Theatro
Circo, Braga.
Sara.barbosa@theatrocirco.com

Global Wellness Day. 8
June, from 9am, Cascade
Wellness and Lifestyle Resort.
guestservice@cascade.pt

Mahura – The distance
between the sky and the
earth. 15 June, 9.30pm,
Lethes Theatre, Faro. Tickets
€5. 289 878 908

Summer theatre workshop.
13 June – 30 July, Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 8pm –
10.30pm, In Impetus, Lisbon.
Cost €250. www.inimpetus.org

Algarve Sevens. 8 & 9 June.
Sports Complex Vila Real de
Santo António. Free Entry.
www.algarve7s.com

Emotions Dance Show. 22
June, 6pm, Albufeira Municipal
Auditorium. Free Entry.
www.cm-albufeira.pt

Mushroom growing
workshop. 15 June, 9am –

Carvoeiro Black and White night. 15 June.
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NOTE:

A Bench in the Sun by
The Algarveans
Experimental Theatre
Group. 27 – 29 June,
7.45om, Convento de José,
Lagoa.
www.thealgarveans.com

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Painting in Oil and
Acrylics Workshop.
Wednesday & Friday, 10am –
12pm, Escola de Artes
Fernando Rodrigues, Lagoa.
965 594 511
Meditation Workshop.
Every Saturday, 9am – 10am,
Parrot Castle Lagoa. 911 510
641,
andrea.schooheim@gmail.com
Palmistry Workshop.
Every Sunday until 9 June,
10am – 1pm, Parrot Castle,
Lagoa. 911 058 633,
annewalkyourway@gmail.com
Permaculture Design
Course. 1 – 14 June.
Quinta do Vale da Lama,
Odiáxere, Lagos.
www.valedalama.net
Fusion Tribal Dance
Workshop. 9 June, from
10am – 1pm. U-Dance
Albufeira. 916 270 767
U.Dance.Pt@gmail.com

Please send your events to events@theportugalnews.com by
midday on the Monday before publication.
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Announcements
HOT WATER without any
sunshine needed: see more
on www.shs-pt.com
TPN/TO/19344962

NICE CLEANING looking
for staff, preferably with
drivers licence, English +
Portuguese spoken,
contract available:
info@nice-cleaning.com
TPN/TO/85721963

RESTORATION OF
Antique Clocks. Has your
precious clock been
standing still for a while? I
am Wout, graduated and
registered clock mender.
Call for a quote to repair
your clock. Mobile: +31 631
288 411 Email:
info@uurwerkplaats112.nl
Website:
uurwerkplaats112.nl
TPN/TO/96114678

Auctions

NEXT LIVE AUCTION
Saturday, 6 July 2019
10.00am onwards

George & Son

Education
1-2-1 Portuguese. Very
experienced, native,
qualified teacher (15
years+, 7 at UK
universities). Students say:
‘great tutor’,
‘really enjoyable lessons’,
‘fast progress’. Email:
learn.portuguese.home
@gmail.com
LEARNPORTUGUESE
EASILY
on our accredited courses
(with focus on
conversation).
A popular 10-day
beginners course starts
15 July.
Centro de Linguas de
Lagos.
Call 282761070. Email
info@centrodelinguas.com

TPN/TO/22125457

Antique

Classifieds
Save thousands
of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.

FORDMUSTANG.
1995. 3.8 V6. UK Reg.
MOT Oct. Very clean,
runs well, no problems.
4000 Euros.
David. TM. 919293584

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to
us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631
or 965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

TPN/PA/91338677

Furniture

BEFORE

AFTER

TPN/TB/46326124

Pets

Entertainment
& Leisure
GOLFTITLE
At Quinta da Ria
2 great courses, brilliant
Members Club €20,000
valid lifetime
+447960236109

TAVIRA VILLA for sale. 2
bedrooms. Brand new
kitchen and bathroom. Plus
WC. Very private walled
garden. Large patio areas.
Spectacular views of sea
and mountains. - walking
distance to centre of
Tavira. 265,000 euros. NO
AGENTS please. Email:
aheather10@gmail.com

Health & Beauty

10% discount when
you place online

TPN/TB/11373911

Approx. 500 lots.
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Designer Handbags
• Furniture and Art
• Tools
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage &
Modern
• Sports Equipment

TPN/TO/55146176

For Sale Private

Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming
up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where
further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us
at info@ahalgarve.com

Holiday Rentals

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?
Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed Improvement
or your money back.
Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.

Chimney Sweep

TPN/TO/61649579

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS

Fogo Montanha and freestanding
fires. On site expert quotation
Supply, install, service
& sweeps
sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com
Geoff Waller 289 489 958 or
967 721 209

Caravans &
Motor Homes
UK CARAVAN wanted, to
buy, please call 966706140.
cash waiting.

Property For Sale

BEACHLOCATION
Apartment. 2 bedroom
apartment (sleeps 7). only 5
minutes from the beach,
perfect location on the
edge of Quarteira/
Vilamoura near the
beautiful beach, bars,
shops and restaurants in
Quarteira and close
to Vilamura Marina and
Casino, only £600 per
week. For more information
and photos, please phone
919873075

LAND & HOUSES ALGARVE
YELLOW HOMES
Sociedade de Mediação Imobiliária Lda.
AMI 6232

For detailed information,
please visit our website:
www.landandhousesalgarve.com
www.algarve-propertysearch.com

Tavira: 281 320 281
Vilamoura: 289 301 294

TPN/TO/84535643

USEDELECTRICGOLF
TROLLEYS
Powakaddy Freeways.
Euros 150
Powakaddy copies, Twin
motor. Euros 120
Powerbug Sport Digital.
Euros 170
Hill Billy. Euros 70.
No batteries or chargers
supplied, but can sell.
Wired4golf. 964 171 294
TPN/PA/54776581

View these pages free online
www.theportugalnews.com

Kitchen
Renovation

TPN/TB/26387726

CERTIFIEDPEDICURIST
Dutch, German, English &
little Portuguese spoken.
For appointment:
919 390 871 or email to
yourfeet1@gmail.com
Visit:
feetality.strikingly.com

TPN/PA/55521151

Pools & Gardens
POOL & GARDEN
maintenance.
Competitive rates.
Central Algarve area.
Call Frank, 917576699.
email,
adelevillas@gmail.com
TPN/TB/51776929

PRIVATESALE.
4bed 3bath single storey
villa Vale de Ague.
279,000 euros.
Large lounge. Large
kitchen with 30M work
surface, 39 cupboards
22 drawers.300L Solar
water heater. 24 Panel
solar electric power
generation to sell to EDP.
Mains water. Separate
garage with ride-on
mower. Separate building
with indoor BBQ and
bread oven.Walk-in full
size loft. Plot size 1.2h.
Details of villa on
marcelaproperties.com
ref C3289. To view ring
Mark on 961682690
TPN/TB/56567483

Classifieds
Removals &
Storage

Nick ‘MAN WITH VAN’
house clearances, furniture
bought and sold
934491320
nicktelling@gmail.com
TPN/TO/73756351

ELECTRICAL
SERVICES
(ELECTRICIAN)

HOUSE FOR SALE
in Restelo (near Belém).
Plot of land 420.00m2
Contact:
teresa.st@hotmail.com
TPN/PA/84149499

BUILDING
WORKS
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Love Portugal
and want to
know it better?

Read all about it’s
people and recent
history in Jenny
Grainer’s book
‘PORTUGAL & THE ALGARVE
NOW AND THEN.’
You will be surprised, amused
and sometimes shocked but you
will love it. Buy a signed copy
directly from the author on:
jennygrainer@sapo.pt. Kindle and
paperback version available from
Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk
On sale also at The Portugal
News office in Lagoa.

All types and sizes
carried out to a very
high standard.
27 years experience
Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt
www.shorelandproperties.com

Propety Building
& Services
LEAKING ROOFS &
TERRACES
Problems solved 27 years
experience in Algarve.
Call 913 223 402
TPN/TB/32682954

962833113
electricalgarve@gmail.com
www.electricalgarve.com
TPN/PA/44296749

10% discount when
you place online

Services offered
HANDY MAN. Hourly/
Price rate. No job too small.
Fire Safety Protection
Specialist(Domestic only)
Central Algarve
Call 933 991 967
TPN/TO/22715476

LARGEVAN
WITHMAN.
Light or heavy removals.
Please call Blake
for a quotation.
Tel.912601192/
+44(0)7789873824.
TPN/TB/11418277

LANDSCAPING,
GARDEN services, stone
walls, irrigation, artificial
grass. Free quotation.
Tel: 961055491
TPN/TO/87493829
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Classifieds
Dining Out

Services Offered
SELLYOUR...
Antiques, Collectables,
Garden Ornaments,
Architectural Salvage,
Furniture,
Full House Clearances.
Contact Mark 914774438.
No need to worry about
maintenance and service. We are
experienced ex Speed Frame
technicians with a wide
knowledge of this product.
For maintenance, repairs or new
units, call us for quick and efficient
service at reasonable prices.

PVC Directo. We
double the glazing Not
the price 282 317 472.
info@pvcdirecto.com

Place your classified
items in our
Newspaper.
Get 10% DISCOUNT
when you submit the
classified online.
www.theportugalnews.com

Vehicles
DIGGERS,
EXCAVATORS For Sale.
1.5 To 8.5 Tonnes.
Available for inspection at
Lagos, Algarve. Tel.
00441452740000 or
939466343
TPN/TO/18713357

VW POLO 2016 32,000KM
Petrol Portuguese plates
Like New 1owner Full
Service History MOT May
2020 Luz/Lagos 10,500€
ONO 918956316
TPN/PA/22499576

WE BUY CARS
ALGARVE
All types of vehicles
considered.
We buy
PT GB Dutch German
French. We buy damaged
and non runners.
Call David PT 911136377
UK +447984932876
TPN/TB/98419894

Wanted

Verse of the Week
SAVE YOUR STAMPS
trim them to 1/2 cm all round
and send to The Portugal
News, Apt. 13, 8401-901
Lagoa. We will send them to
the Helen Keller Centre
(Biblelands) in Israel where
they are used to fund
education

"This is how my heavenly
Father will treat each of you
unless you forgive your brother
or sister from your heart."

Matthew 18:35 (NIV)

Golf

Tour vs Tour

W

hich leaves us with a
strange situation of
having The Open
Championship,
returning to Royal Portrush after
68 years, as the last major of the
season. In living memory the
USPGA has always been the final
major of the season, so
everything feels a little out of
synch. Then, if you missed it, the
PGA Championship at
Wentworth has been moved from
it’s May Bank Holiday position to
September.
So why has the season gone so
higgledy piggledy? Well it’s funny
you should ask and the answer
might not be what you would
think, if you had any thoughts on
the matter in the first place.
Would you believe that it is due to
the NFL! The PGA Tour has
moved it’s schedule up so that it
will finish in August, just before
the College and Professional
Football players take to the field.
This leaves the schedule open in
September for bigger European
events to be played. Really
meaning that the European Tour
has had to move it’s schedule
around to compensate for the
NFL and the USPGA Tour. Now
why would it move any of it’s
events?
Well this has been a knock on
effect for the past few years, due
to the inclusion of the FedEx
Championships and their
culmination in the Tour

Goodness, we are now in June. The year is fairly zipping by, football season
over for a few minutes. The Cricket World Cup is off and running and the
third of golf’s four majors due next week, at the iconic Pebble Beach.

Championship in Atlanta. Every
player who could qualify for these
events will pull out all of the stops
to be included in the field. They
are chasing a huge amount of
money, which never forget is the
reason why they are professional
golfers.
So all of this wealth in prize funds
has left the European Tour
somewhat on the back foot trying
to re-establish its position as a
true competitor in the world of
Tour golf. And it rallied, under the
leadership of its newly appointed
Head man Keith Pelley, who’s
mantra is to keep Europe’s talent
playing in Europe. He made a
large step in managing to do this
by securing his own version of the
FedEx Cup by signing Rolex to
become the key sponsor for the
European Tour.
There are now eight events on
the schedule which have a
massive prize fund, seven million
Euros minimum with the final two
events of the season carrying
seven and a half and eight
million prize funds. The likes of
which has never been seen in
Europe before.
That would be enough you would
think, that would attract the best
in Europe to play wouldn’t it? But
then look at the reaction or
decisions made by Rose and
Casey last year where they
decided or declined to play in the
European Tours showcase
finale.

A scenario which would be
unimaginable regarding the
States. Scarily Rose turned down
his spot due to weapons testing
for his new club manufacturer.
The worrying signal that may be
being sent is that the USPGA
Tour has satisfied the Player’s
financial concerns, satiated their
appetites leaving the players to

Club of Charleston.

Jeongeun Lee.

left her three shots adrift.
It meant Lee, known as
‘Lee6’ as she is the sixth
player with the same name
on the Korean circuit,
clinched her first win on the
LPGA Tour.
Lee told Fox Sports: “I felt
pretty nervous on 16, 17 and
18 but I tried the best I can.
“Throughout the year
playing golf I couldn’t
imagine coming this far,
winning a major
championship, and I feel
proud of myself.”
Americans Angel Yin and
Lexi Thompson were tied
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Newly appointed Head man Keith Pelley, who’s mantra is to keep Europe’s talent playing in Europe.
(Photo: EPA/Ali Haider)

Jeongeun Lee triumphs at US
Jeongeun Lee survived a late wobble to
Women’s Open win the US Women’s Open at the Country
The 23-year-old South
Korean, who began the day
two shots behind joint
overnight leaders Celine
Boutier and Yu Liu, carded
a final-day 70 to win by one.
Lee finished bogey-parbogey but Boutier, of
France, was unable to get
the birdie on the last she
needed to take
proceedings to a play-off.
Boutier’s approach found
the bunker on the right of the
green, leaving her needing
to chip in to tie. She was left
to regret a missed birdie putt
on 16, and a six at 18 cruelly
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for second on four under
alongside South Korean
PA
Ryu So-yeon.

fulfil other obligations such as
family, sponsors or anything else.
That shows the gradient of the hill
Mr Pelley has to climb, if he is
going to turn heads, he needs to
beat the US’s offering, which
seems to be a Herculean task to
anybody from the outside.
What we are going to have to do
is watch the way circumstances

set themselves out now, with the
FedEx run finishing in late August
and the climax to the European
Tour’s season ending in
November perhaps the playing
elite of Europe will travel across
from their Florida residences to
Europe, sorry to Turkey, South
Africa and Dubai.
We will have to wait and see.
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Sport

Morais knocked out of world surf
elite in Australia

Portuguese surfer Frederico ‘Kikas’ Morais is out of the world circuit’s fourth
stage in Australia, after losing in the knockout round against Brazil’s Yago Dora
and Willian Cardoso.

K

ikas had a total score of
13.46 points (7.33 + 6.13)
in his two best waves,
coming third and in last
place in the Margaret River
championship, behind Dora (14.66)
and Cardoso (13.77), and in 33rd
place in the event.
After two years of being part of world
elite (2017 and 2018), Morais is
competing in this qualification
circuit, having entered the
competition due to a spot left by
injury, as he is one of the alternates
for the tournament thanks to his
score in last season.
Kikas is currently 23rd in the world
qualification circuit, which gives him
access to the main circuit, in which he
was 14th in 2017 and 23rd in 2018.
The next stage of the world circuit
will take place in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, from 20 to 28 June.

Algarve Sevens returns
On 8 and 9 June, 42 teams will
be participating in the
tournament including teams
from Italy, Romania, Hong Kong,
France and Portugal, with 1,000
players all coming together for
the competition.
The main competition
matches will be held at the Vila
Real de Santo António municipal
stadium, while the Open Men,
Open Women, Veterans, U18
Men and Touch Rugby will all be
held at the sports complex.
“The first edition of Algarve 7’s
was important for our local
economy. We are very pleased to
receive the tournament again in

Nuno Manta Santos named as
Marítimo coach
Nuno Manta Santos
succeeds Petit as the
coach of the Madeiran club
Marítimo
40 year old Nuno Manta
Santos has spent his entire
career in Feirense, having
started in the 2010/11
season.
In 2016/17, he became
deputy to José Mota until a
defeat, curiously by
Marítimo (2-0), which then

dictated the departure of
Mota and the promotion of
Nuno as the main coach.
During his first season he
led Feirense to finish the
league in eighth place,
with 48 points.
The position of Nuno
Manta Santos at Feirense
came to an end on the 20th
day of the last season,
2018/19, after the team
lost to Boavista 2-0.

Ott TTanak
anak débuts as winner
Estonian driver Ott Tanak
(Toyota Yaris) debuted by
winning Rali de Portugal,
the seventh race in the
World Championship,
leaving Belgium’s Thierry
Neuville (Hyundai i20) 15.9
seconds behind.
Tanak achieved the third
victory of the season.
Ireland’s Kris Meeke
(Toyota Yaris) lost second
place when he skidded in

Montim 2, which cost him
17 seconds, falling to third
place before giving up in the
last special after he skidded
again.
France’s Sébastien Ogier
(Citroën C3), who reached
the seventh race of the
season as the world leader,
finished 57.1 seconds from
Tanak, leaving the leader
with 142 points against
Tanak’s 140.
TPN/Lusa

The 2nd edition of the International Algarve Sevens rugby tournament will take place this weekend
at Vila Real de Santo António Stadium & Sports complex in Eastern Algarve.

Vila Real de Santo António and
we hope this partnership will
continue “, says Conceição
Cabrita, Mayor of VRSA.
For José Diogo de Moraes,
director of Sports Ventures, “the
support of the City Council has
been essential from day one.
This year, the Portuguese Rugby
Federation is a key partner as
well. I believe that all the
ingredients are in place for the
success of the initiative.
He added: “Our goal is for
Algarve 7’s to be an authentic
Rugby Festival. Entrance is free
and we want Vila Real de Santo
António to be full over the

weekend at this great event”.
“The Algarve 7s is quickly
establishing itself as the best and
most entertaining rugby sevens
international tournament in
Europe,” said the organisers.
“For 2019 we expect the event
to attract even more and better
sevens teams in all
competitions. Off the pitch there
will also be several side events
making sure the Algarve Sevens
experience is as intensive off the
pitch as on the pitch!”
Entry to watch the tournament
is free on 8 and 9 June. For
further information please visit
www.algarve7’s.com

